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Benzschawel, Kelly L.  Development of Learning Objectives for Training Financial Advisors 

on CRM Application 

Abstract 

Task Analysis is an important step in the Training Development Process. It helps to 

identify all content that needs to be included as well as to uncover the best sequence for training. 

Additionally, it aids the creation of training objectives, which are the foundation of a training 

program. 

Currently, no formal training program exists for the CRM System used by Financial 

Advisors at ABC Financial. A formal training program is desired to increase Financial Advisor 

adoption of the CRM system and therefore efficiency. This study will begin the training 

development process by completing a task analysis and using the results to block training and 

develop training objectives. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

 
 

The Financial Services industry encompasses a variety of sectors that operate in a number 

of functions to facilitate generation of capital for for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, 

government bodies and municipalities.  Fundraising is completed through the sale of stocks 

(rights to ownership of an organization), bonds (loans to an organization) and a number of other 

securities. Broker/Dealers assist individual and group investors in buying and selling these 

securities. While the technical role of a Broker/Dealer is to assist moving securities through the 

market, the most recognized role is to protect and grow the wealth of single and group investors 

(Securities Training Corporation, 2010). 

Broker/Dealers interact with clients through individual Representatives. These 

representatives serve their clients through a variety of means. Representatives manage each 

client’s portfolio of holdings based on the investment objectives, capacity and risk tolerance. 

Representatives may also provide support in the form of financial planning for future goals such 

as retirement, purchasing a home, children’s education, etc. While these individuals’ primary 

goal is to protect and grow the client’s wealth, this goal is enveloped in the bigger picture of 

overall service to the client. The Representative and their team reassure clients in times of 

economic slowdown, provide investing education and work closely with accountants and 

attorneys to provide a well-rounded benefit to clients.  

ABC Financial operates 5 unique business units, including a Broker/Dealer component 

comprised of Representatives. The brokerage entity comprises the largest business unit for ABC. 

Representatives at ABC are referred to as Financial Advisors (FAs). FAs operate in teams which 

could consist of the single FA and his/her Client Relationship Assistant (CRA) or a combination 
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of FAs and CRAs in a formal arrangement of work and profit sharing. For the purpose of this 

study, each option will be referred to as an FA Team. 

FA Teams provide a high level of service to their clients; they routinely monitor clients’ 

portfolios and communicate with them on a regular basis. Additionally, FAs are always looking 

for ways to grow their business by seeking out new clients and clients with higher net worth. 

Balancing these efforts requires a disciplined business model comprised of solid processes and 

capitalization on the use of available technology tools to increase efficiency. 

At ABC, a Best Practices department exists to help FA Teams maintain and improve this 

balance. Best Practices provides a variety of tools and resources which can be adopted in whole 

or in part by FA Teams. These include business analysis tools, practice management resources 

and technology tools to support the business. Not only is this team new to ABC Financial, the 

concept is also one that is unique in the industry. The department exists to help teams develop 

processes, learn tools and technologies, accomplish team goals and improve their business.  

Technology tools comprise the largest focus for the Best Practices Team. The firm’s 

Client Relationship Manager (CRM) platform receives the largest portion of support from the 

Best Practices Team. CRM allows FA Teams to manage all contacts with their clients, analyze 

their service models, evaluate their practice and track progress with prospects and opportunities, 

while providing a means to manage workflow within the team. Best Practices manages this 

platform on a firm level and also supports it on an individual Team and User level (ABC 

Financial, 2011).  

Bruckenstein (2010) surveyed more than 3,000 Financial Advisors about their technology 

usage. In this survey, the author noted that Microsoft Outlook, despite not being a Client 

Relationship Management tool, was reported as the most-used tool in the CRM category. From 
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this, Bruckenstein deduced that a large number of FAs do not understand what a CRM tool is, 

the value one could bring to their business, and the opportunity cost associated with not using 

such a tool, explaining that client relationships are at the heart of an FA’s business. CRM allows 

the FA to systemize client communication and therefore enhance the relationship. Additionally, 

it can be used to manage workflow within the team to improve efficiency (Bruckenstein, 2010, 

CRM Software Section, para. 2 – 5).  

Learning new technology and implementing it into one’s business practices can be 

cumbersome. This is especially pertinent with the CRM System at ABC Financial for two 

reasons. First, the tool has only been available to FA Teams at ABC since September 2009, and 

second approximately half the FA Teams at ABC are new to the firm within the last 3 years and 

new teams continue to join the firm regularly from other firms that use different, if any, CRM 

system. Currently, FA teams and team members learn ABC Financial’s technology tools, 

especially the CRM System, on an ad hoc, as requested basis. Aside from a handful of topic-

specific written aids, no formal plan exists to train associates on the tools as a whole or to help 

drive full adoption. Formal training is needed, and the first step in training development is to 

complete a task analysis on the tools and processes to be taught. 

Statement of the Problem 

 The Best Practices department at ABC Financial offers a CRM system to Financial 

Advisor Teams for managing their client relationships and service model. At the time of this 

review, no formal training on this tool exists. In order to develop training on the CRM System, 

objectives must be developed based on a thorough task analysis. 

Morrison, Ross, and Kemp (2007) stated that “Training is expensive, yet it is essential to 

the healthy functioning of any organization” (p. 3). They explained that properly developed 
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training should improve performance and make employees more effective and efficient. This is 

especially true with the introduction of new processes and technology systems. 

Various reasons exist for completing a Task Analysis. Commonly, task analysis is used to 

evaluate the need for training. Though the process is sometimes seen as requiring a large time 

commitment, it has historically been considered a time saver in the training development 

process. Two reasons completing a task analysis saves time were identified early in the history of 

task analysis and still hold true. Dean (1965) noted the training developer can identify gaps prior 

to beginning to develop the training, which saves effort in going back to incorporate missed 

material.  Additionally, task analysis “forces the writer to analyze the subject matter logically 

and to write it up in language a trainee can understand” (p. 10). This continued focus on the 

learner perspective throughout the process can be invaluable. Similarly, the value of task analysis 

was recognized by another early adopter. Cummings (1968) explained that “overtraining, 

undertraining, training which starts at too high or too low a level, and ineffective training can be 

prevented by the use of more precise course development techniques” (p. 18).  This includes a 

focus on Task Analysis, which helps determine what is needed without guessing and before the 

process gets too far down the road therefore avoiding wasted resources. 

Objectives form the building blocks of the training program. Morrison et al., (2007) 

described instructional objectives as the map used to design instruction. The authors also found 

that objectives can be used as a check to ensure the training being developed will really improve 

performance of the task at hand. Finally, the authors identified that objectives keep the content 

focused (p. 16).  
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Purpose of the Study 

 ABC Financial has invited the author to complete this study as part of a training 

development project. The study is intended to evaluate the CRM system at ABC Financial via 

task analysis and to develop objectives from which current resources can be evaluated and 

appropriate training developed. Currently, FA Team members contacting a Best Practices 

Specialist receive ad hoc training on the component of inquiry based on the discretion of the 

individual Best Practices Specialist and the immediate request. Before the Best Practices team 

can determine and develop formal training components, the team must come to a full 

understanding of all functionality in the CRM system as well as objectives for training that are 

required for a user to fully incorporate the system into their business. 

The literature review completed for this study identified a gap in the research on 

applications of task analysis. This study will contribute to the literature by providing an example 

of an application of task analysis methods in practice. 

Assumptions of the Study 

Assumptions of this study include: 

1. Financial Advisor Teams desire to implement CRM. 

2. Formal training cannot be developed without first understanding the tools and 

processes to be trained on as well as the knowledge necessary to implement 

these items. 

3. Understanding of the training need is determined by task analysis. 

4. Training is most effective when objective-based. 
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Definition of Terms  

Affective Domain. The area of learning associated with developing attitudes, values or 

appreciations (Morrison, Ross and Kemp, 2007, p. 429). 

Behavioral Objective. Objectives including an observable verb, subject, condition and 

criteria (Morrison et al, 2007, p. 429). 

Best Practices Specialist. Member of the Best Practices Team operating as a 

representative expert on either Technology Productivity or Practice Management (ABC 

Financial Intranet, 2011). 

Broker/Dealer. A person or firm in the business of buying and selling securities 

operating as both a broker and a dealer depending on the transaction. An agent who 

executes orders on behalf of clients, whereas a dealer acts as a principal and trades for his 

or her own account (Investopedia, 2011). 

Client Relationship Assistant (CRA). Financial Advisor Team support member. Roles 

may vary and includes a variety of actual job titles (ABC Financial Intranet, 2011). 

Cognitive Domain. The area of learning devoted to acquiring information, knowledge 

and intellectual abilities relative to a subject or topic (Morrison et al., 2007, p. 429). 

Cognitive Objective. An objective used to describe learning mental skills that are not 

easily observed (Morrison et al., 2007, p. 429). 

Customer Relationship Manager (CRM). The principles, practices, and guidelines that 

an organization follows when interacting with its customers (Investopedia, 2011).  

Financial Advisor. One who provides financial advice or guidance to customers for 

compensation. They must carry the Series 65 license in order to conduct business with 

the public (Investopedia, 2011). 
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Financial Advisor Team. Any combination of Financial Advisors and Client 

Relationship Assistants who work collaboratively to serve a single base of clients at ABC 

Financial (ABC Financial Intranet, 2011). 

Functional Job Analysis. A task analysis method using a limited, pre-defined set of 

terms (Jonassen et al., 1999). 

Information Processing Analysis. A task analysis that analyzes cognitive tasks as a 

process or flowchart model (Jonassen et al., 1999). 

Job Task Analysis. A task analysis method that sees tasks as a series of observable steps 

(Jonassen et al., 1999). 

Learning Contingency Analysis. A task analysis method focusing on the way a task is 

learned as opposed to the way it is performed (Jonassen et al., 1999). 

Learning Domain. Categories that define the scope and type of learning (Morrison et al., 

2007). 

Learning Hierarchy (Prerequisites Analysis). A task analysis method that identifies 

prerequisites and views tasks as a hierarchy of knowledge requirements (Jonassen et al., 

1999). 

Learning Objective/Instructional Objective. Statement describing what the learner is 

specifically required to learn or accomplish relative to a topic or task (Morrison, Ross & 

Kemp, 2007, p. 431). 

Private Wealth Management. Business Unit at ABC Financial comprising of brokers 

aimed at working with individual clients for managing wealth (ABC Financial Intranet, 

2011).  
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Procedural Analysis. A task analysis method that breaks tasks into steps as in a 

flowchart focusing on observable activities (Jonassen et al., 1999). 

Psychomotor Domain. The area of learning that emphasizes performance of physical 

actions using muscles (Morrison et al., 2007, p. 432). 

Task Analysis. A collection of procedures for analyzing the information needed to 

achieve the objectives (Morrison et al., 2007, p. 433). 

Task Description. A task analysis method focusing on the interactions between a job 

performer and the environment/systems used to perform a job (Jonassen et al., 1999) 

Training. Improving job performance through an educational program (Mallory, 1982). 

Limitations of the Study 

The Best Practices Department at ABC Financial, its CRM system and the system’s 

customizations are individual and proprietary. Therefore, the findings of the study apply only to 

the system within ABC. While the assessment models used to conduct the study may have value, 

the results may not be relevant outside this organization. Additionally: 

1. Assessment pertains only to the CRM System functionality as of the beginning of 

this study. 

2. Task analysis based on recommended performance. Actual adoption will vary by 

team and individual. 

3. Objectives assume novice level knowledge. Individual training plans for specific 

associates and teams would need to be developed based on individual current 

knowledge and skill level. 
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4. The analysis in this study applies only to ABC Financial and the tools and 

processes of the organization and cannot be generalized to other financial 

institutions. 

Methodology 

 A thorough review of the literature will identify recommendations for completing a task 

analysis and developing objectives. Task Analysis will be completed on each element of the 

CRM system in place at ABC Financial at the start of this study. The results of the task analysis 

will determine blocks of training, and learning objectives will be created for each block. A pilot 

test of the task analysis will be reviewed by a group of 3 subject matter experts in December 

2011. Feedback from the pilot group will be included as part of the analysis in Chapter 4. 

Recommendations for implementation and/or modification will be discussed in Chapter 5.   

 
Summary 

Chapter 1 provided the framework for this study, which will take the first steps in building 

training on ABC Financial’s CRM platform. These first steps include analyzing all tasks 

encompassed by the software and creating learning objectives from the tasks that will become 

the building blocks for the training. Chapter 2 will review pertinent literature to guide the study. 

Chapter 3 will provide a detailed explanation of the methodology of this study and Chapter 4 will 

provide the results and analysis of the study, including the pilot test. Chapter 5 will discuss 

implementation, modification if applicable, and opportunities for further research.   
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

Confusion about the differences between education and training are prevalent. Mallory 

(1982) explained that while education focuses on information, training should be focused on 

applications or jobs with the intention of impacting job performance. The author continued to 

state that “The only purpose for a technical training program is to improve performance of a task. 

If we establish acceptable limits for task performance, we can tell when the training has done its 

job” (p. 66). Thus, it follows that proper training requires a solid understanding of the tasks that 

comprise the subject of a training program. 

Similarly, Holden (1984) stated “You cannot design hands-on practice, list performance 

criteria, or even decide what skills and knowledge to teach unless you know the specific tasks the 

job requires” (p. 35). This statement brings to the forefront the proper training development 

process: definition of tasks, development of objectives based on performance criteria and 

development of training to address these. This study focuses on the first two elements in that 

process: task definition and objective development.  

A thorough review of related literature provided the basis for the development of this 

study. This review included an investigation into research surrounding three topic areas: the 

overall task analysis process, specific methods for task analysis and the development of learning 

objectives. These topics comprised the basis for the two component parts of the methodology. 

Task Analysis 

Dean (1965) defined Task Analysis as “a specialized method for writing up a procedural 

job as a basis for preparing instructional materials” (p. 9). Further, Hartley (2004) made a clear 

distinction between the sometimes confused terms of Job Analysis and Task Analysis explaining 

that job analysis is intended to break a job into duty areas and associated tasks. However, when a 
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Job Task Analysis is completed, the process goes further and breaks each task down into the 

steps required to complete it (pp. 20-21). Mallory (1982) explained that the tasks can be 

reviewed to determine the relevancy of the task and evaluate what type of training would be 

required to help an individual perform the task (p. 66). 

Multiple variations on task analysis have existed. Jonassen, Tessmer, and Hannum (1999) 

placed these into five general categories: Job, Procedural and Skill Analysis Methods; 

Instructional & Guided Learning Analysis Methods; Cognitive Task Analysis Methods; Activity-

Based Methods; and Subject Matter/Content Analysis Methods (pp. vii-viii). Each of these 

categories emphasized different elements in the task analysis process and had unique sets of 

goals. 

Jonassen et al. (1999) explained the nature of Job, Procedural and Sill-Based Methods. 

The US Military developed these forms of Task Analysis during World War II when technical 

training was in high demand. The methods coming from that time period focused on systematic 

procedures that were rote in nature, and to this day many task analysis methods continue to focus 

on the mechanical nature of completing a job satisfactorily. However, a need exists today for 

training that goes beyond physical activities and accounts for the mental processes that underlie 

procedures. From that need, new concepts of Task Analysis and new Task Analysis models have 

emerged (p. 33).  

Accounting for mental processes has been occasionally incorporated into procedurally 

based methods, but the need for analysis of these processes has also spawned the creation of 

entirely new categories of Task Analysis methods. These additional method categories extend 

the task into other arenas of activity. One such category, Instructional and Guided Learning 

Analysis Methods, as explained by Jonassen et al. (1999) focused on the way tasks or jobs are 
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best learned as opposed to how they’re performed (p. 76). Additionally, the authors stated “the 

purpose of cognitive task analysis (CTA) is to model the actions and especially the knowledge 

and thinking that learners engage in when performing some task…the primary goal of CTA is to 

acquire a rich body of knowledge about a domain from experts and to assemble that knowledge 

into a model” (p. 107). Meanwhile, the authors describe Activity-Based Methods as “a hybrid of 

cognitive, Learning, Content, and in some cases, behavioral methods of analysis. The 

commonality of these methods is that they focus on human activity in context” (p. 157). Finally, 

Jonassen et al. (1999) found Subject Matter/Content Analysis Method focused on the 

organizational structure of the learning content (p. 199). 

Job, Procedural & Skill-Based Methods 

Task Description. Jonassen et al. (1999) described Task Description as a means to 

document interactions between a job performer, equipment used in the job and the job 

environment. The process involves organizing a system by breaking it down into jobs and tasks, 

and is considered a top-down approach. First the system is defined, then the jobs, then the tasks, 

etc. (p. 35). The method assumes that jobs can be broken down into sequentially smaller 

component parts and that success in the job is assumed when each component is successfully 

completed. Task Description method focuses on observable tasks (p. 41).  

Task Description is not appropriate for all situations, as it does have some limitations. 

Jonassen et al. (1999) discovered that it was limited to the aspects of a task that can be described, 

because it was oriented toward processes involving operating equipment; therefore, its range was 

found to be limited. Additionally, it required a skilled analyst, yet it did not help select specific 

tasks for training (pp. 43-44).  
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Given these conditions, the author continued by explaining situations where Task 

Description may be an appropriate method.  Task description was also found to be applicable to 

operation of tools or equipment; therefore, manufacturing was an ideal example.  In addition, 

task description was determined to be beneficial in certain conditions when workers used 

technology systems to process information (p. 43).  Even though this study focused on the 

operation of technology tools, the level of decision-making and individual choice in the 

operation of those programs ruled out this method for application in this study. 

Procedural Analysis. Jonassen et al. (1999) explained that Procedural Analysis evolved 

from a combination of behaviorism, programmed instruction and computer programming. 

Behaviorism took the belief that performance is simply a chain of reactions to various stimuli, 

and, similar to programmed instruction, viewed tasks as a linear sequence. Similar to computer 

programming, this analysis incorporated flowcharting to account for more complex tasks (p. 45).  

Procedural Analysis assumed that performance is a sequence of steps, all of which are 

observable, even those that were cognitive. Also, the method accounted for the fact that two 

different people may not proceed through the sequence in exactly the same way (Jonassen et al., 

1999, p. 46-47). In these ways, the analysis technique was especially useful for describing 

performance of skilled workers and was often used to describe tasks such as assembly and repair. 

Procedural Analysis was very good at analyzing discrete actions but also accounted for some 

cognitive activities described in an observable manner (p. 45). 

The first step listed by Jonassen et al (1999) in a Procedural Analysis process was to 

determine if the task was appropriate for the method. After an analyst has determined this as the 

correct method, the steps were listed as follows: 

1. Write down the terminal objective 
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2. Choose a task performer for data collection 

3. Choose a data collection method 

4. Observe and record the task procedure 

5. Review and revise the outline 

6. Sketch a flowchart of the task operations and decisions 

7. Review the flowchart 

8. Field-test the flowchart 

Jonassen et al. (1999) explained this method is useful because of the ease of learning and 

application, and the method can be adapted to include more cognitive tasks. Also, Procedural 

analysis simplified measuring and observing all the task steps because in the method each step 

became a performance objective and could therefore be used to assess performance. However, 

the authors also stated that the method was not good for primarily cognitive tasks, due to lack of 

observability. Also, the process was determined to be long and cumbersome and failed to reveal 

all the knowledge and skills needed to complete a task. Additionally, a sequence for training was 

not easily identified. Therefore, this method was not ideal for all situations. 

Job Task Analysis. Jonassen et al. (1999) found that Job Task Analysis saw instruction as 

a means to improve job performance and assumed that completing a series of observable tasks 

constitutes successful job performance. The method involved an analyst capturing and listing the 

tasks and steps observed and completed in a successful performance of the task (p. 59). This 

method focused on observable performance, and any cognitive function was ignored. The 

method assumed jobs were described and trained on by referencing only observable aspects. 

Performance was based on what was done, not on what the learner knew. It also stated that 
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learners should be able to step right into the job and perform. Therefore, training was based 

directly on the job. 

Jonassen et al. (1999) stated several advantages for this method, including ease and lack 

of necessity for formal training. The method was also fairly basic analysis and job-focused. 

However, only observable tasks could be analyzed and the technique was unable to be applied to 

bigger, more educational goals, because the method ignored cognitive elements of a job.  

Functional Job Analysis. Jonassen et al. (1999) stated that Functional Job Analysis 

focused on the fact that what someone does to complete a job was different from the job itself. 

The method assumed that workers completed a limited number of things in a job, and these 

things were precisely defined. A job was broken into tasks, and successful completion of each 

task equated to satisfactory job performance. Additionally, the method depicted how job 

activities were related to data, people, and things in one of only a few ways. The goal in this 

method was consistency of language that made the job universally understandable and 

executable. 

Jonassen et al. (1999) continued to explain the advantages if this method. For example, 

Functional Job Analysis provided a very concise description of tasks and allowed for easy 

comparison of tasks across multiple jobs. Additionally, the technique was very precise in both 

identifying worker activities and the way results were communicated, providing a standardized 

vocabulary for describing jobs. 

However, the authors also listed multiple disadvantages of the Functional Job Analysis 

model. The method was restrictive in the means for defining work and in how tasks are 

conceptualized. Therefore, Functional Job Analysis was found to be fairly inflexible. The tool 

also forced all activities into a small number of categories which took away from some of the 
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otherwise descriptive nature. Finally, as outlined in the following steps, the method was very 

time consuming and required a high level of specificity, and some of the decisions required by 

the model were determined to arbitrary:  

1. Identify the job to be analyzed. 

2. Break the job into tasks. 

2.1. Observe Skilled performers 

2.2. Record what the performer is doing using a controlled set of descriptors 

3. Write task statements 

3.1. Indicate the task performer 

3.2. Indicate what actions are performed by the performer using an action verb 

3.3. Indicate the object of the verb (to whom or what) the action is taken 

3.4. Describe tools, equipment or work aids that are used by the performer 

3.5. Describe expected output 

4. Classify each task on the worker function scale 

4.1. Classify each task according to the interaction of the worker with data, people and things 

4.2. Specify the level of the activity of the worker involving data, people and things using the 

standard terminology for Functional Job Analysis 

5. Identify the proportion of time in each area 

5.1. Identify the relative amount of time spent with data, people and things for each task. 

This will sum to 100% for each task. 

6. Specify the related requirements 

6.1. Specify the instructional level for each task 

6.2. Specify the GED levels required for each task. 
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7. Record all information using a standardized form. (Jonassen et al., 1999, pp. 65-73) 

Instructional & Guided Learning Analysis Methods 

Learning Hierarchy (Prerequisites Analysis). Jonassen et al. (1999) described this 

method as pinpointing prerequisite skills needed to perform an objective. The authors stated that 

these prerequisites were viewed as a hierarchy where lower-level skills should be mastered first, 

moving up to higher-level skills. This method easily identified skills a learner had not yet 

mastered. The author found the Learning Hierarchy to be one of the most popular, aside from the 

methods that are procedurally-based (p. 77). The author listed the following steps to completing 

this method: 

1. Familiarize yourself with the topic 

2. State the final learning outcome, which should be a higher-level task 

3. Identify the base/entry level knowledge the learners will have in regards to the final 

outcome 

4. Identify first-level prerequisites 

5. Identify second-level prerequisites 

6. Identify third and subsequent level prerequisites 

7. Determine how far to go in breaking down prerequisites  

8. Construct the learning hierarchy 

9. Verify the learning hierarchy (Jonassen et al, 1999,  pp. 80-81) 

Jonassen et al. (1999) identified multiple uses for this method including organizing 

curriculum and identifying content and sequencing instruction. The technique had several 

advantages, including easily identifying the content to be learned in order to master a job, and a 

natural identification of the natural sequence for instruction through learning dependencies. 
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Learning Hierarchy analysis also complemented other analysis methods and helped uncover 

unnecessary content for removal. However, a limitation of this method required the analyst to be 

fairly skilled in instructional concepts (p. 83-85). 

Information Processing Analysis. Jonassen et al. (1999) stated that “a designer 

conducting an IPA will describe the sequence of mental steps or operations used to accomplish a 

given task. The result of an IPA was usually a sequential outline or algorithm of the cognitive 

operations necessary to achieve a specific goal or objective” (p. 88). This process was similar to 

that of Procedural Task Analysis as both outlined a sequence of actions toward completion of a 

job, and the terms were used interchangeably. However, Procedural Task Analysis focused on 

observable tasks only, while IPA focused solely on unobservable cognitive steps. The process for 

completing an IPA was listed by the authors as: 

1. Decide if the task is appropriate for IPA 

2. Document the terminal objective 

3. Select a Subject Matter Expert 

4. Select a data-gathering procedure 

5. Observe and outline the task steps 

6. Review and revise the outline 

7. Create a flowchart 

8. Review the flowchart 

9. Field test the flowchart 

The process placed a focus on human performance and assumed human memory acted as 

an information processing system. It also believed that covert thinking processes were 

characterized and taught, but allowed for different individuals who performed a task in a 
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different sequence, so more than one algorithm for any given task was realized (Jonassen et al., 

1999, p. 89). 

The author found this system advantageous due to the description of covert thinking 

processes that were not observable and noted that IPA complemented other methods well. Also, 

this was a fairly easy method to learn and apply.  IPA neither easily revealed the skills needed to 

complete a task, nor explained how the process is learned, and therefore was found to be difficult 

to teach. Additionally, because individual’s thought processes varied, the ability to narrow a task 

down to just one process algorithm was difficult (Jonassen et al., 1999 pp.95-97). 

Learning Contingency Analysis. Jonassen et al. (1999) stated that Learning Contingency 

Analysis was focused on the learning of a task as opposed to the performance of that task. The 

method was intended to help an instructional designer sequence training content and determine 

the appropriate delivery method. The method assumed that a trainer started with the desired 

outcome and that learning a complex task accomplished by learning the individual pieces. The 

model also addressed the fact that learning different behaviors required different learning 

conditions and that proper sequencing improved the effectiveness of learning (p. 99-102).  

The author found these steps very time consuming as the analysis needed to be very 

detailed and required a skilled analyst. Also, the “big picture” could be easily missed because the 

method focused narrowly on specific behaviors. Also, Learning Contingency Analysis did not 

get far into cognition and was inappropriate for tasks that were not directly observable. Though 

the technique also had clear advantages,  the model distinctly identified specific behaviors that 

are required for completing tasks and naturally uncovered a proper instructional sequence as well 

as instructional methods (Jonassen et al, 1999, 205). 
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Cognitive Task Analysis Methods 

Militello and Hutton (1998) explained that Cognitive Task Analysis methods described 

and represented the cognitive elements of processes. These elements included:  developing goals, 

decision-making, judgments, etc. Jonassen et al. (1999) listed the included methods as: 

1. Goals, Operators, Methods, & Selection (GOMS) 

2. Prediction, Actions, Results, Interpretation (PARI) 

3. Decompose, Network, and Assess (DNA) 

4. Cognitive Simulations 

5. Case-Based Reasoning (p. 107-109) 

These methods focused not so much on the tasks themselves but rather on the mental 

processes that drove the completion of tasks. The techniques often focused on the way a user 

interacted with a system and how people made decisions. (Jonassen et al., 1999, pp. 107-109) 

Activity-Based Methods 

Jonassen et al. (1999) stated that activity theory proposed learning activities were not 

separate from the intentions that drove them, the communities that informed the learners’ 

interpretation of them, and the contextual forces that impeded or supported learning. These 

methods focused on the reason for learning a task as well as the way a learner would have 

approached the task (p. 160). The nature of this method appeared based more on learning-theory 

than a true task analysis method. 

Learning Objective Development 

Learning objectives were found to be useful in training for a variety of reasons. Morrison, 

Ross and Kemp (2007) explained three primary purposes of objectives: 

1. They helped select and organize content so instruction could be effective. 
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2. They created a framework for evaluating learning. 

3. They gave the learner guidance. 

The second of these reasons was determined to be especially important when considering 

common mistakes in training practices. Byars and Crane (1969) discussed the tendency to judge 

effectiveness of a training program based on the enthusiasm of participants following a training 

event. In many cases, participants’ opinions and impressions comprised the evaluation of the 

program. To this, Byars and Crane stated “However, enthusiasm cannot be taken as positive 

evidence of improved ability. Opinions do not properly reflect the effectiveness of training.” (p. 

38). 

Objectives helped not only make training more effective, but also provided a means to 

measure effectiveness. As Byars and Crane (1969) stated, “objectives provide a framework for 

organizing a training program. They delineate the level of knowledge required in each subject 

area and provide guidance in selection of appropriate teaching methodology” (p. 38). These 

benefits made objectives invaluable in creating any training program. 

Horton (2006) took a broad approach to training development by stating that “Design 

starts with a goal” (p. 9). He explained that before design could begin, a goal for the project must 

have been set, and that this should have started with a vision. The author explained that the real 

process should have been based on the organizational goal of the project which encouraged the 

developer to build the primary training objective. Furthermore, Morrison et al. (2007) noted that 

“Objectives are based on the results of the task analysis and provide a refinement and 

implementation of the needs of and/or goals for a project.” (p. 109). The author explained that 

the goal of the instructional objectives was to identify what was needed to solve a performance 

problem. Morrison et al. (2007) continued to outline four steps in developing learning objectives: 
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1. Review the Task Analysis to identify knowledge, tasks and attitudes required 

2. Group tasks based on goals and needs 

3. Write objectives for each goal/need 

4. Write objectives for any additional essential information 

The author also identified two levels of objectives. Terminal objectives were overall objectives 

for major learning outcomes. Thus, enabling objectives described specific behaviors necessary to 

accomplish the terminal objective(s). 

Objectives were broken down into three primary categories called Domains. The 

cognitive domain included objectives relating to information and knowledge and attracted the 

most attention in instructional programming. The psychomotor domain involved physical 

movement, and the affective domain pertained to attitudes, values and emotions, which were 

perceived as extremely important but were given the least attention. Although domains were 

sometimes difficult to classify, getting objectives in the right domain for the topic was found to 

be important to keep the content in scope (Morrison et al., 2007). 

Morrison et al. (2007) explained two approaches to Cognitive Domain objectives. 

Behavioral objectives applied to all domains, which was found to be the more commonly applied 

approach. A behavioral objective was a specific statement that indicated what the learner 

demonstrated for mastery of the knowledge or skills through instruction. Objectives of this type 

comprised two essential components – an action verb and a subject referencing the content, and 

two optional elements – the criteria for minimum performance and the conditions of 

performance. 

Morrison et al. (2007) also described another approach to developing cognitive learning 

objectives. The Cognitive Approach was found to be best for Cognitive objectives. Objectives 
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under this approach were comprised of two parts: the statement of the general objective and 

examples of specific types of performance. The advantage of this method was the focus on 

higher levels of cognitive learning. 

Psychomotor Objectives were often the easiest to create because they were easily 

observed. They followed the same four criteria as behavioral cognitive objectives, but they were 

more specific with additional emphasis on performance criteria. Conversely, Affective Domain 

objectives were the most difficult because of abstract behaviors that were difficult to observe. 

These domains had two components: 1) cognitive, describing the attitude and 2) the behaviors 

that would signify attitude (Morrison et al., 2007). 

Horton (2006) offered an alternative method for developing objectives in all the domains. 

He listed three steps in a quick formula for objective writing: 

1. State what will be taught 

2. Describe the learner 

3. Identify the beginning requirements 

This method appeared simple for developing objectives but was not in line with the true nature of 

learning objectives. Machles (2002) explained that “Training objectives are often written for 

performance in the classroom. Ideally, they should address the performance expected in the 

workplace” (p. 32). For this reason, previously discussed methods were better for creating true 

learning objectives. 

Similarly, many authors have outlined what they believe makes for a good learning 

objective. Horton (2006) listed them as the following: 

1. Clear – easily understood by anyone 

2. Precise – specific enough to be measurable 
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3. Worthy – contributes to the overall goals of the program 

Byars and Crane (1969) echoed these and added to them stating that the objectives should also 

tie up to corporate goals and that objectives should also be realistic. 

Summary 

Chapter 2 provided a review of the literature which revealed the existence of several 

methods for completing task analysis. However, these methods individually focused on one 

specific dimension of task completion and were not representative of the reality of completing a 

task which encompasses a variety of cognitive and psychomotor elements. Since processes such 

as these are deemed essential in completing tasks within the ABC Financial CRM System, two 

methods have been selected for use in this study: Procedural Analysis and Information 

Processing Analysis. These methods appear to be a natural fit as both focus on the steps of a 

process with each supporting decision points. In addition, the literature described Procedural 

Analysis and Processing Analysis as interchangeable, with the exception being the focus on 

strictly psychomotor or cognitive processes. Therefore, the researcher will combine these 

methods for this study. 

The literature review also uncovered that applied examples of specific task analysis 

methods, especially Procedural Analysis and Information Processing Analysis, were lacking. 

Multiple reasons for this gap may exist. Therefore, this study will contribute to the body of 

literature of these methods in practice and may serve as a model for future study.   

Ch. 3 will describe the specific methods used in this study, including methodology, data 

collection and proposed analysis.  Sample size and demographics of the participants of the pilot 

study will also be depicted.
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Chapter III: Methodology 

The Best Practices department at ABC Financial offers a variety of tools to help Financial 

Advisor Teams be more effective and efficient and, in turn, grow their business. At the time of 

this review, no formal training on these tools exists. In order to evaluate the training needed on 

these tools, competencies must be developed based on a thorough task analysis. 

A review of the literature revealed a number of recommendations for assessing the tasks 

encapsulated in CRM System at ABC Financial. This qualitative study will be completed in three 

phases: task analysis, blocking of tasks for training and development of learning objectives for 

each training block. The process will be completed as follows. 

Task Analysis 

Task analysis was completed through the following method, adopted from the procedures 

of Procedural Task Analysis and Information Processing Analysis (Jonassen et al, 1999). 

1. Tasks will be listed based on business functions. 

2. Sub-Tasks will be broken out as needed 

3. Each task will be broken into composite steps.  

4. For each task and its requisite steps, the following data will be included as 

documented in the Task Analysis Template (see Appendix C): 

a. Type of step (decision, activity, etc.) 

b. Potential pre-requisite knowledge, skills or abilities 

c. Parties involved 

5. Flowcharts will be created from each Task 
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Development of Task Flowcharts 

A flowchart was created for each identified task. The flowcharts depict the composite 

steps for the task based on the data gathered in steps 1-4 of the task analysis process. These 

flowcharts help identify dependencies as well as decision points. The graphic image provided by 

the flowcharts drives the next step of blocking tasks for training. Creation of the flowcharts 

followed a key of symbols (see Appendix D). 

Pilot Study 

Following completion of the task analysis, a pilot study was completed. Participants were 

asked to review the task analysis data and flowcharts to identify potential gaps and unclear items. 

The sample for this pilot study included 3 subject matter experts (SMEs). These subject 

matter experts were chosen based on their role within ABC Financial. They represent the Best 

Practices Productivity Desk which owns and supports the CRM System, and the team represents 

the only subject matter experts at the firm. This team is currently comprised of two males and 

one female ranging from 25-31 years of age and with varying degrees of exposure to the tool and 

the users. Participation was voluntary. Feedback was submitted in type-written, hard copy in an 

anonymous fashion (see Appendix E). 

Blocking of Tasks for Training  

Based on the results of the Task Analysis, tasks and sub-tasks were grouped into blocks 

based on the following criteria: 

1. Manageability – care should be taken that content would be manageable. Tasks 

that are exceedingly long or complex should not be grouped with other items. 
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2. Decision Points – Decisions Points should be considered as potential stopping 

points to allow the team to complete their decision and proceed based on their 

selection. 

3. Related Tasks – Related tasks will be grouped together whenever appropriate, 

keeping in mind criteria 1. 

4. Parties Involved – team and individual tasks should be blocked separately 

Objective Development 

Objectives for the tasks and sub-tasks in each training block were developed with a 

business-focus. Additionally, the tasks and sub-tasks were representative of the three objective 

domains as appropriate: cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. Objectives followed the 

behavioral method and described the expectation of a learner who completed the training. They 

each contain at minimum an action verb with a correlating subject and contain the criteria for 

minimum performance and the conditions of performance as appropriate.  

 The objectives were developed using the Behavioral Objective method developed as seen 

in Morrison, et al. This method is best as it applies to all objective domains. Behavioral 

Objectives contain two primary components: an action verb with a subject referencing the 

content as well as two optional components: the criteria for minimum performance and the 

conditions of performance (Morrison et al., 2007). 

Limitations 

This study is limited in application to the particular CRM system of ABC Financial. 

Many aspects of this tool have been custom-developed or otherwise tailored for ABC Financial. 

Therefore, while the task analysis and competency development processes could be modified and 

applied to other departments or organizations, the specific resulting plan will not be transferable 
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to any other organization or department within ABC Financial. Further investigation into the 

applicability of the study will be examined in Chapter 5. 

Additionally, this assessment applies only to those system features readily available as of 

November 1, 2011. As business is ever-changing and always being re-examined, the tools 

offered by the Best Practices Department at ABC Financial may change. In such situations, the 

assessment process completed in this study would need to be applied to new content as 

appropriate for inclusion. 

Summary 

Chapter 3 described the methods used for this study and the sample size and 

characteristics for the pilot study. This study provides the basis necessary to develop training on 

the CRM software at ABC Financial. Using two Task Analysis Methods, Procedural Analysis 

and Information Processing Analysis, it i the steps necessary to complete all business tasks 

available within the system. Additionally, this analysis will be used to determine appropriate 

training blocks and to develop learning objectives to be used in developing training. 

Chapter 4 will discuss the results of the study. It will examine the data gathered in the 

task analysis process and will outline the training blocks developed, competencies created. 

Additionally, it will share the feedback and results provided by the pilot study. 
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Chapter IV: Results 

The methodology of this study was adopted from two task analysis models, Procedural Analysis 

and Information Processing Analysis (Jonassen et al, 1999). The task analysis process for this 

study included the following steps: 

1. Tasks were listed based on business functions. 

2. Tasks were reviewed for sub-tasks. 

3. Each task was delineated into composite steps.  

4. For each task (see Appendix F) and the  requisite steps, the following data was 

included as documented in the Task Analysis Template (see Appendix C): 

a. Type of step (decision, activity, etc.) 

b. Potential pre-requisite knowledge, skills or abilities 

c. Parties involved 

5. Flowcharts were created from each Task 

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the task list, task tables and flowcharts. Based on 

pilot feedback, all items were modified as necessary. The final documents were used to 

categorize tasks into training groups and develop competencies. The study resulted in 83 defined 

tasks that were grouped into 9 training blocks with 59 corresponding objectives.  

Task Analysis 

A list of all tasks that can be executed using the CRM system was developed, and sub-

tasks were broken out as necessary (see Appendix C). A total of 83 tasks were identified. Each 

task was then broken out into its composite steps using a Task Analysis template (see Appendix 

D) and a Task Analysis Table was created for each individual task (see Appendix G). Based on 
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each table, a flowchart was developed to further illustrate the flow of composite steps as well as 

decision points (see Appendix H). 

Pilot Study SME Review 

A pilot study of SMEs was completed. The SMEs received the list of tasks, tables and 

flowcharts and were asked to complete a feedback form (see Appendix E).  SME responses 

included any tasks that were missing from the task list, detailing any missing data and 

highlighting confusing steps. In summary, the pilot study found: 

1. No additional tasks were identified as missing from the list of 83 tasks. 

2. 12 steps were identified as missing from the task flowcharts.   

3. 21 inconsistent/unclear steps were flagged for clarification. 

4. 7 typing errors were found. 

Based on pilot feedback, all flowcharts were updated as appropriate. Likewise, 

corresponding tables were modified for alignment. 

Objective Development 

Based on the results of the Task Analysis and Pilot study, tasks were grouped into 

training blocks based on Manageability, necessary team decisions, related tasks and parties 

involved (see Appendix I). 11 recommended blocks were identified. 

Objectives were created using the Behavioral Objective method presented by Morrison, 

et al (2007) which described learner expectations and success upon completion of training. Per 

that model, the objectives each contained at minimum an action verb with a correlating subject 

and contain the criteria for minimum performance and the conditions of performance as 

appropriate. Resulting competencies for each training block are as follows: 
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Introduction to CRM 
1. Define what a CRM System is. 
2. Explain the value of a CRM system to a FA team. 
3. Define the following terms and explain how they relate to a CRM System: 

a. Entity 
b. Contact 
c. Household 
d. Financial Account 
e. Holding 
f. Opportunity 
g. Company 
h. Marketing List 
i. Activity 
j. Service Model 
k. Prospect 

4. Demonstrate how to select Multiple Records 
 

Getting Started 
1. Describe the hierarchy of records in CRM. 
2. Demonstrate how to access the following records on their own and from 

each affiliated record type: 
a. Contact 
b. Household 
c. Financial Account 
d. Holding 

3. Launch Activity Creator 
4. Create an Activity in Activity Creator 
5. Access a record from Activity Creator 
6. Set Activity Creator Preferences 
7. Access Alerts and Reminders 

 

Working with Contacts 
1. Create a contact 
2. Demonstrate where to find all data on a contact record 
3. Add a note for a contact 
4. Add an address to a contact 
5. Set a preferred address for a contact 
6. Set a preferred phone for a contact 
7. Complete the Mailings Tab for a contact 
8. Edit multiple Contacts 
9. Create a Company 
10. Link a contact to a company 
11. Complete the documents tab for a contact 
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Working with a Service Model 
1. Explain the purpose of a Service Model 
2. Define a service model for your team 
3. Evaluate your service model 

 

Activities 
1. Create each of the following activities: 

a. Phone Call 
b. Task 
c. Appointment 

2. Complete a group of activities 
3. Re-open a group of completed activities 

 

Keeping Clean Data 
1. List the benefits of keeping data clean 
2. Add a member to a Household 
3. Add an Account Identifier to a Financial Account 
4. Set a Primary Contact for a Household 
5. Complete the Mailings tab for a Household 
6. Merge 2 contacts 
7. Deactivate a contact 
8. Reactivate a contact 

 

Lists in CRM 
1. Explain the options for creating lists 
2. Add categories to a record 
3. Create a filtered view 
4. Share a filtered view 
5. Create a marketing list 
6. Add a contact to a marketing list 
7. Modify a marketing list 

 

Marketing with CRM 
1. List the options for communicating to clients and prospects with CRM 
2. Create a mail merge template 
3. Prepare a mailing  
4. Generate a single letter and envelope for an individual contact 
5. Send an email to a single contact 
6. Send an email to a group of contacts 
7. Initiate a communication from a marketing list 
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Customize CRM 
1. Change the default records per page 
2. Set the default view 
3. Verify the time zone. 

 

Opportunities 
1. Define CRM Opportunity 
2. Create an Opportunity through Opportunities and from a contact record 
3. Evaluate the number of won and lost opportunities in a selected time period 
4. View active opportunities 
5. Edit an opportunity 
6. Close and opportunity 

 

Summary 

Chapter IV outlined the results of the study as it completed a Task Analysis, grouped the 

tasks into training blocks and assigned objectives to guide the content of the training segments. A 

total of 83 unique tasks were identified and grouped into 9 training blocks with 59 corresponding 

learning objectives. The steps in the process all played a role on the end result as well as on 

making the subsequent steps in the process easier. Tables allowed for easy identification of steps 

and step types which were then plotted in flow charts which displayed the steps in an easy-to-

follow fashion. And the definition of steps by the entire process easily identified prerequisite 

tasks for sequencing of training as well as the required knowledge for the objectives. 

Chapter V will examine the results of the study. It will identify the limitations of the 

study as well as the conclusions that can be drawn from the study. Additionally, it will discuss 

considerations for future research.  
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Chapter V: Discussion 

This study reviewed the literature to evaluate task analysis methods. Based on that 

documentation, the researcher selected two task analysis models, Procedural Analysis and 

Information Processing Analysis, as appropriate task analysis methods and used the models 

outlined in the literature to execute a task analysis two task analysis models, Procedural Analysis 

and Information Processing Analysis (Jonassen et al, 1999). From the task analysis, a group of 

training blocks were determined and aligning objectives were written using the Behavioral 

Objective Model (Morrison et al., 2007).  

Limitations 

The Best Practices Department at ABC Financial, its CRM system and the system’s 

customizations are individual and proprietary. Therefore, the findings of the study apply only to 

the system within ABC. While the assessment models used to conduct the study may have value, 

the results may not be relevant outside this organization. Additionally: 

1. Assessment pertains only to the CRM System functionality as of the beginning of 

this study. 

2. Task analysis based on recommended performance. Actual adoption will vary by 

team. 

3. Objectives assume novice level knowledge. Individual training plans for specific 

associates and teams would need to be developed based on individual current 

knowledge and skill level. 

4. The analysis in this study applies only to ABC Financial and the tools and 

processes of the organization and cannot be generalized to other financial 

institutions. 
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Conclusions 

The study found a total of 83 tasks and grouped them into 9 training blocks. A total of 59 

corresponding training objectives were written. The researcher determined that a pilot group is 

invaluable in completing a task analysis to ensure accuracy and consistency. 

The Task Analysis process is time-consuming, which could be a reason for the limited 

amount of current research uncovered in the review of literature. Additionally, task analysis as 

described by Jonassen et al (1999), may appear repetitive in the need to create both tables and 

flowcharts. However, the researcher found a significant return on the investment of time as both 

tables and flowcharts each contributed a different component to the training blocking and 

competency development processes. Tables allowed for more detail around steps and 

identification of roles, and the tables also laid the foundation to make flowcharting move 

quicker. Flowcharts made it easy to identify repetitive steps across tasks that should be pulled out 

as separate tasks. Additionally, flowcharts are visually easier to follow and allow the reviewer to 

more identify decision processes more clearly. The two steps combined guide the task analyst to 

identify requisite knowledge for each task, which then guides the blocking of tasks to ensure 

learners are taught steps in the proper order. The Model for Behavioral Tasks correlated perfectly 

with the task analysis process as each task lent itself directly to the action and description needed 

for the accompanying objective (Morrison et al, 2007).  

Recommendations 

This research process highlights a number of recommendations for future research: 

1. The literature review uncovered no task analysis models that completely aligned 

with the nature of the project. All models identified by Jonassen et al (1999) 

focused on either motor skills or cognitive skills, and this is a significant gap. The 
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nature of most tasks in the professional world requires a combination of these 

areas, and a blended method would make task analysis extremely more beneficial 

in the professional training arena.  

2. Task analysis does an excellent job of capturing prerequisite skills, but the nature 

of the process makes identifying prerequisite knowledge more difficult. More 

research could be done on ways to incorporate a search for that knowledge into 

task analysis or how to blend other pre-training steps with task analysis to get the 

big picture. 

3. Jonassen et al (1999) provided an excellent summary of task analysis models 

developed over time, and other sources such as Hartley (2004) discussed the 

theory of task analysis types. While there were a small number of examples of 

Cognitive Task Analysis available, such as Militello (1998), no current literature 

discussing applications of other methods was uncovered. This gap could signify a 

lack of adoption of the Task Analysis process in the training industry. This seems 

likely as the process is time consuming and the return on investment is hard to 

quantify. Also, it seems there is a mismatch of Task Analysis methods to work 

situations. As identified in Chapter II, the methods focus solely on either 

cognitive or psychomotor activities. A blended method accounting for the fact 

that most tasks require both skill types may improve adoption. 

4. Additional research on the use of task analysis based on current models in the 

financial industry and industry in general may add body of literature and may also 

identify gaps in the training development process as well as highlight the value of 

the task analysis process. 
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Summary 

 While this study focuses solely on application of a Task Analysis model within a single 

organization, the results provide insights into the Task Analysis process as a whole. The 

completion of the study highlights a return on investment for Task Analysis that is not 

identifiable without completion of the process. Additionally, the study identified a need for 

research into additional Task Analysis models that could better align with work processes within 

industry.  
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Appendix A: Invitation to Conduct Study 
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Appendix B: Solicitation to Participate in Pilot Study 

Your participation is requested in a pilot study regarding the CRM platform. The study 

will analyze the business tasks completed in the CRM system and use the data to develop 

training blocks and objectives which can then be used by the department to improve existing and 

create new training on the system. 

Participants will be asked to validate descriptions of steps for completing tasks within the 

system and to review learning objectives aligned to those tasks for completeness. Provided with 

electronic copies of all items for review, participants will submit feedback in typed format, hard 

copy so responses can be kept confidential. 

Your participation in this study is voluntary. Should you prefer to be excluded from 

participation, please respond to me within 1 week from the date of this solicitation notice 

verbally, by electronic mail (e-mail) or in writing. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Benzschawel 
Student and researcher 
University of Wisconsin, Stout 

Statement of consent 

I have read the above information.  My questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I 

consent to participate in this study. 

 
Signature of Study Participant       Date 
 

 
Name     Telephone   Email 
 

 
Address     City     State, Zip 
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Appendix C: List of Tasks 
 

Entity Level # Task 

Activity 1 Create a task 

Activity 2 Create an appointment 

Activity 4 Create a phone call 

Activity 6 Close a group of activities 
Activity 7 Re-open an activity or group of activities 

Activity 8 Sync Tasks to Outlook 
Activity 9 Track a task to CRM 
Activity 10 Sync Appointments to Outlook 
Activity 11 Track an Appointment to CRM 
Activity 12 Sync phone calls to Outlook 
Activity 13 Set Regarding of an Email 
Activity Creator 1 Launch Activity Creator 

Activity Creator 2 Set Preferences for Activity Creator 

Activity Creator 3 Create an Activity using Activity Creator 
Activity Creator 4 Manage Reminders in Activity Creator 

Activity Creator 5 Access a Contact, Financial Account or Household via Activity 
Creator 

Activity Creator 6 Modify Team Members 

Company 1 Create a Company 
Company 2 Link employees to a company 

Contact 1 Find a contact 
Contact 2 Create a contact 
Contact 3 Edit a Contact 
Contact 4 Find Activities for a contact 
Contact 5 Access Household Record for a contact 

Contact 6 Access Financial Account(s) for a contact 

Contact 7 Access Holdings for a Contact 
Contact 9 Edit Multiple Contacts 
Contact 10 Access Opportunities for a Contact 

Contact 12 View Documents for a contact 
Contact 13 Complete the Mailings Tab for a contact 
Contact 14 Generate a Single letter/envelope for a contact 

Contact 15 Merge Contacts 
Contact 16 Add an Address for a Contact 
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Contact 17 Set the Primary Address for a Contact 
Contact 18 Set the Preferred Phone for a Contact 

Contact 20 Add a contact to a marketing list 

Contact 21 Create an Opportunity for a contact 

Contact 22 Send an email to a single contact 

Contact 23 Send an email to a group of contacts 
Contact 24 Change a Contact's Mailing Settings 

Contact 26 Add a note for a contact 
Contact 27 create a list of contacts 

Contact 28 Deactivate a contact 
Contact 29 Reactivate Contact 
Contact 30 Sync Contacts to Outlook 
Contact 31 Track a contact to CRM 
Contact 33 Link a contact to a company 
Financial Account 1 Find a Financial Account 
Financial Account 2 Add an Account Identifier to a Financial Account 

Financial Account 3 Access the Owner record for account 

Financial Account 4 View holdings in an account 

Financial Account 5 Access the Household for an account 

General 1 Set default view 
General 2 Set time zone 
General 3 Set default records per page 
Household 1 Find a Household 
Household 2 Add a member to a household 

Household 3 Find Household Members 
Household 4 Add a note to a household 

Household 5 Complete the mailings tab for a household 
Household 7 View Accounts in a Household 
Household 8 View holdings in a household 
Household 9 View Opportunities for a Household 

Household 10 Set the Primary Contact for a Household 

Marketing List 1 Create a marketing list 

Marketing List 3 Complete a mailing to marketing list members 

Marketing List 4 Send a client-approved intranet document to a marketing list 

Marketing List 2 Edit Marketing List Members 
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Multiple 1 Send a Personalized Letter 
Multiple 3 Create a filtered view 
Multiple 4 Share a view 
Multiple 5 Create a mail merge template 
Multiple 6 Implement a Service Model for Clients &/or Prospects 

Multiple 7 Select multiple records 
Multiple 9 Add Categories 
Multiple 10 Monitor Service Model 
Opportunity 1 Create an Opportunity 

Opportunity 2 Edit an Opportunity 
Opportunity 3 Complete an opportunity 
Opportunity 4 Determine number of won opportunities in a given time period 
Opportunity 5 Determine number of lost opportunities in a given time period 

Opportunity 6 Track your active Opportunities 

Opportunity 7 Create an activity for an opportunity 
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Appendix D: Task Analysis Template 

One template will be completed for each Task and Sub-task. 

Task/Sub-task 

Step Type of Step Parties 

Involved 

Necessary 

Resources 

Prerequisites  

(description 

of step) 

(Action, 

decision, 

thought, etc.)  

(FA, CRA, 

Team, Other) 

 (Task/Sub-

task or 

individual 

step) 
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Appendix E: Flowchart Key 

The following symbol structure will be used in documenting the task steps in flowcharts: 

 

Entry/End point: 

 

Action/Process: 

 

Decision: 

 

Pre-established process/pre-requisite 

 

 

Preparation: 

 

 

Sequencing 
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Appendix F: Subject Matter Expert (SME) Feedback Form 
1. Please review the Task List provided and note any tasks you feel are missing from the Task List. 

 

 

 

 

2. Please review the task flow charts. Complete the following table with notes on items that are 

unclear, absent, etc. Use extra pages as needed. 

Task Name 
Description of Missing/Unclear Step(s) 
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Appendix G: Task Analysis Data Forms 

Activity #1 – Create a Task Activity 

Step Type of Step 
(if other than 
standard) 

Party(s) 
Involved (if 
other than 
user) 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Are you already in the record 
the activity is regarding? 

Decision    

If NO, *use Activity Creator 
to create the activity 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Activity Creator 

OR, click Task from the New 
Activity button in the toolbar 

    

Enter all or part of the 
record’s name, friendly name, 
account number or account 
identifier in the regarding 
search box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the record to be the 
regarding and click OK 

    

If YES, open the More 
Options menu, the New 
Activity menu and select Task 

    

Enter a subject for the activity     

Type the details of the activity     

Set the priority of the activity     

Is a user other than you the 
completer of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, type all or part of the 
user’s name and press the 
[Enter] key or click the search 
icon 

    

If desired, check the notify 
owner box to have an email 
sent to the new owner 

    

If desired, check the Notify 
Me When Complete check 
box to receive an email when 
the activity has been 
completed 

    

*Does the activity qualify as a 
Client Touch or for updating 

Decision   Establish Service 
Model 
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the Last Contact date? 

If yes, check the boxes as 
appropriate 

    

Select Start and Due dates and 
times 

    

Note: Reminders are based on 
the start times only 

Information    

Select reminder time if 
desired 

    

Set the actual or estimated 
activity duration 

    

Click save as open if future     

Click Save as Completed if 
finished 

    

Click Save and New to save 
the activity as open and open 
a new, blank activity form 

    

 

Activity Creator #2 – Create an Appointment Activity 

Step Type of Step 
(if other than 
standard) 

Party(s) 
Involved (if 
other than 
user) 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Are you already in the record 
the activity is regarding? 

    

If NO, *use Activity Creator 
to create the activity 

    

OR, click Appointment from 
the New Activity button in the 
toolbar 

    

Enter all or part of the 
record’s name, friendly name, 
account number or account 
identifier in the regarding 
search box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the record to be the 
regarding and click OK 

    

If YES, open the More 
Options menu, the New 
Activity menu and select 
Appointment 
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Additional users or contacts 
aside from the regarding 
expected to attend? 

    

If no, leave Required field 
blank 

    

If yes, click the search icon 
for the Required box 

    

Select the record type in the 
drop down 

    

Type all or part of the name 
and click the search button 

    

Select the required record and 
use the arrows to move it to 
the right hand pane 

    

Repeat as necessary to add all 
required attendees 

    

Click OK     

Additional users or contacts 
aside from the regarding 
optional attendees? 

    

If no, leave Optional field 
blank 

    

If yes, click the search icon 
for the Optional box 

    

Select the record type in the 
drop down 

    

Type all or part of the name 
and click the search button 

    

Select the optional record and 
use the arrows to move it to 
the right hand pane 

    

Repeat as necessary to add all 
required attendees 

    

Click OK     

Enter a subject for the activity     

Type the details of the activity     

Set the priority of the activity     

Is a user other than you the 
completer of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, type all or part of the 
user’s name and press the 
[Enter] key or click the search 
icon 
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If desired, check the notify 
owner box to have an email 
sent to the new owner 

    

If desired, check the Notify 
Me When Complete check 
box to receive an email when 
the activity has been 
completed 

    

*Does the activity qualify as a 
Client Touch or for updating 
the Last Contact date? 

Decision    

If yes, check the boxes as 
appropriate 

    

Want to notify other team 
members of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, check the Notify Team 
box 

    

*Modify Team if necessary     

Select Start and Due dates and 
times 

    

Note: Reminders are based on 
the start times only 

Information    

Select reminder time if 
desired 

    

Set the actual or estimated 
activity duration 

    

Click save as open if future     

Click Save as Completed if 
finished 

    

Click Save and New to save 
the activity as open and open 
a new, blank activity form 

    

 

Activity #4 – Create a Phone Call Activity 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Are you already in the record 
the activity is regarding? 

Decision    

If NO, *use Activity Creator 
to create the activity 

   Create an 
Activity Using 
Activity Creator 

OR, click Phone Call from the 
New Activity button in the 
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toolbar 

Enter all or part of the 
record’s name, friendly name, 
account number or account 
identifier in the regarding 
search box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the record to be the 
regarding and click OK 

    

If YES, open the More 
Options menu, the New 
Activity menu and select 
Phone Call 

    

If the recipient of the call is 
different from the regarding, 
type all or part of the contact’s 
name in the Recipient Search 
box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the recipient and click 
OK 

    

Enter a subject for the activity     

Type the details of the activity     

Set the priority of the activity     

Is a user other than you the 
completer of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, type all or part of the 
user’s name and press the 
[Enter] key or click the search 
icon 

    

If desired, check the notify 
owner box to have an email 
sent to the new owner 

    

If desired, check the Notify 
Me When Complete check 
box to receive an email when 
the activity has been 
completed 

    

*Does the activity qualify as a 
Client Touch or for updating 
the Last Contact date? 

Decision   Implement a 
Service Model 

If yes, check the boxes as     
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appropriate 

Want to notify other team 
members of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, check the Notify Team 
box 

    

*Modify Team if necessary    Modify Team 
Members 

Select Start and Due dates and 
times 

    

Note: Reminders are based on 
the start times only 

Information    

Select reminder time if 
desired 

    

Set the actual or estimated 
activity duration 

    

Click save as open if future     

Click Save as Completed if 
finished 

    

Click Save and New to save 
the activity as open and open 
a new, blank activity form 

    

 

Activity #6 – Complete an Activity or Group of Activities 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Activities     

Select one *or more records 
of the same activity type 

   Select Multiple 
Records 

Click the Run Workflow 
button 

    

Select the Complete workflow     

Click OK to confirm the 
workflow 

    

 

Activity #8 – Sync Tasks to Outlook 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     
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Open the CRM menu and 
select Options 

    

Select the Synchronization 
Tab 

    

Check the Tasks checkbox     

Verify the Set This Computer 
to be the Synchronizing Client 
checkbox is checked 

    

Confirm or check the 
Synchronize my items in my 
Outlook folders every box is 
checked 

    

Set the desired interval to run 
sync (minimum 15 minutes) 

    

Click OK     

Open the CRM menu and 
select Synchronize with CRM 

    

 

Activity #9 – Track a Task to CRM 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Open a task in Outlook     

Click the Track in CRM 
button 

    

Open the Set Regarding menu 
and click More 

    

Choose the record type from 
the drop down (Contact, 
Household, Financial 
Account, Company) 

    

Type all or part of the name 
and click the search button 

    

Select the record the task is 
regarding 

    

Click OK     

Save the task     
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Activity #10 – Sync Appointments to Outlook 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Open the CRM menu and 
select Options 

    

Select the Synchronization 
Tab 

    

Check the Appointments 
checkbox 

    

Verify the Set This Computer 
to be the Synchronizing Client 
checkbox is checked 

    

Confirm or check the 
Synchronize my items in my 
Outlook folders every box is 
checked 

    

Set the desired interval to run 
sync (minimum 15 minutes) 

    

Click OK     

Open the CRM menu and 
select Synchronize with CRM 

    

 

Activity #11 – Track a Appointment to CRM 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Open a Appointment in 
Outlook 

    

Click the Track in CRM 
button 

    

Open the Set Regarding menu 
and click More 

    

Choose the record type from 
the drop down (Contact, 
Household, Financial 
Account, Company) 

    

Type all or part of the name 
and click the search button 

    

Select the record the 
Appointment is regarding 
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Click OK     

Save the Appointment     

 

Activity #12 – Sync Phone Calls to Outlook 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Open the CRM menu and 
select Options 

    

Select the Synchronization 
Tab 

    

Check the Phone Calls 
checkbox 

    

Verify the Set This Computer 
to be the Synchronizing Client 
checkbox is checked 

    

Confirm or check the 
Synchronize my items in my 
Outlook folders every box is 
checked 

    

Set the desired interval to run 
sync (minimum 15 minutes) 

    

Click OK     

Open the CRM menu and 
select Synchronize with CRM 

    

 

Activity #13 – Set the Regarding on an Email 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Outlook     

Open an email message to 
track 

    

Click the Track in CRM 
button 

    

Open the Set Regarding menu 
and click More 

    

Choose the record type from 
the drop down (Contact, 
Household, Financial 
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Account, Company) 

Type all or part of the name 
and click the search button 

    

Select the record the 
Appointment is regarding 

    

Click OK     

Save the email     

 

Activity Creator #1 – Launch Activity Creator 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Option 1 

From Outlook, click the icon 
for Activity Creator 

    

Option 2 

From the CRM Window, click 
the icon for Activity Creator 

    

Option 3 

Open the Windows button on 
your desktop 

    

Open the Programs menu 
from the Windows menu 

    

Choose Activity Creator from 
the CRM menu 

    

 

Activity Creator #2 – Set Preferences for Activity Creator 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Launch Activity Creator    Launch Activity 
Creator 

Click the Preferences button     

Check the boxes for the 
default record types to search 

    

Select the default activity type     

Choose an option for when to 
automatically check the 
Notify Owner check box 
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Select when to check the 
notify me when complete 
check box 

    

Set any automatic checking 
options for Client Touch and 
Last Contact date on specific 
activity types 

    

Add reminder and duration 
default times 

    

Click Save     

Close the Preferences window     

 

Activity Creator #3 - Create an Activity using Activity Creator 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Launch Activity Creator    Launch Activity 
Creator 

Select record types to search: 
Accounts 
Contacts 
Households 
Companies 

    

Enter all or part of the 
record’s name, friendly name, 
account number or account 
identifier in the search box 

    

Click the search button     

Check the records to receive 
activities 

    

Enter a subject for the activity     

Type the details of the activity 
in the Description box 

    

Select the activity type     

Note that a “note” type does 
not create an activity. It is for 
general information record 
keeping only 

Information    

Set the priority of the activity     

Is a user other than you the 
completer of the activity? 

Decision    
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If yes, type all or part of the 
user’s name and press the 
[Enter] key or click the search 
icon 

    

If desired, check the notify 
owner box to have an email 
sent to the new owner 

    

If desired, check the Notify 
Me When Complete check 
box to receive an email when 
the activity has been 
completed 

    

*Does the activity qualify as a 
Client Touch or for updating 
the Last Contact date? 

Decision   Create a Service 
Model 

If yes, check the boxes as 
appropriate 

    

Want to notify other team 
members of the activity? 

Decision    

If yes, check the Notify Team 
box 

    

*Modify Team if necessary    Modify Team 
Members 

Select Start and Due dates and 
times 

    

Note: Reminders are based on 
the start times only 

Information    

Select reminder time if 
desired 

    

Set the actual or estimated 
activity duration 

    

Click save as open if future     

Click Save as Completed if 
finished 

    

Click Save and View to open 
the activity and make 
additional modifications 

    

 

Activity Creator #4 – View Reminders in Activity Creator 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Launch Activity Creator    Launch Activity 
Creator 
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Click the Open Alerts & 
Reminders button 

    

Select any reminders to 
manage 

    

Select Open Item to view the 
activity  

    

Select Dismiss to prevent the 
reminder from appearing 
again 

    

Select Snooze and set a 
snooze timeframe to delay the 
reminder 

    

Select Dismiss All to prevent 
all reminders from appearing 
again 

    

Select Snooze all and set a 
snooze timeframe to delay all 
reminders 

    

 

Activity Creator #5 – Access a Contact, Financial Account, Household or Company via 
Activity Creator 
Step Type of Step Party(s) 

Involved 
Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Launch Activity Creator    Launch Activity 
Creator 

Check the box for the entity or 
entities you wish to find 

    

Type all or part of the Name, 
Friendly Name or Account 
Identifier in the Search 
Regarding box  

    

Type the enter key or click the 
search button 

    

From the search results, 
double click the record you 
would like to open 

    

 
Activity Creator #6 – Set Team Members for Notifications 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Launch Activity Creator    Launch Activity 
Creator 

Select the Notify Team check 
box 
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Click the search button      

Type all or part of the user’s 
last name into the search box 

    

Click search     

Select a user in the left pane     

Use the arrows to move the 
user to the right pane 

    

Use the arrows to move any 
users to be removed from the 
team out of the right box 

    

Click OK     

 
Company #1 - Create a Company 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Companies     

Click the New button     

Enter the Company Name     

Enter the Rep Code     

Add additional information as 
available 

    

*Save the record    Save a record 

 
Company #2 - Link employees to a company 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Company    Find a Company 

Select Contacts from the left 
hand navigation 

    

Does the employee already 
have a contact record? 

Decision    

If yes, Click Add Existing 
Contact 

    

Enter all or part of the 
contact’s last name 

    

Click the Search button     

Select the contact from the list     
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in the left box 

Use the arrow key to move the 
contact to the right pane 

    

Repeat to add additional 
contacts if desired 

    

OR     

If no, Click New Contact     

*Create a Contact record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a contact 

Click Save and Close on the 
Contact record 

    

*Save the Company Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #12 – View Documents for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click the Documents Tab     

Click the Browse button     

Navigate to the Contact’s 
shard drive folder. Use the 
Back button as necessary. 

    

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #13 – Complete the Mailings Tab for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Determine how envelop/label, 
formal greetings and friendly 
greetings should read 

Pre-work Team   

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a contact 

Is a preferred address 
assigned? 

    

If no, *Set the Preferred 
address 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set the preferred 
address 

If yes, Click the Mailings Tab     
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Check the use preferred 
address checkbox 

    

Complete Name or Attention 
line, formal greeting and 
friendly greeting 

    

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact 1 – Find a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access CRM Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Access CRM 

Click on CRM – Contacts 
from the My Work menu 

    

Search by Last name or 
browse? 

Decision    

Type all or part of the First 
Name, Last Name or Friendly 
Name of the contact 

    

Press the Enter key or click 
the magnifying glass icon to 
initiate the search 

    

Use the Scroll Bar and/or 
page forward/back buttons to 
locate the desired contact 

    

In the bottom navigation, 
select the letter corresponding 
to the first letter of the 
contact’s last name. 

    

Scroll and/or page through to 
find the desired contact 

    

Double-click the record to 
open it. 

    

 
Contact 2 – Create a Contact 
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Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access CRM Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Access CRM 

Click on CRM – Contacts 
from the My Work menu 

    

Click the New Contact icon     

Enter a minimum of a Last 
Name and Rep Code, as well 
as any other relevant general 
information. 

    

Click the Profile tab     

Enter any relevant personal 
information for the contact. 

    

Click the Administration tab.     

Add any desired team settings 
for the contact. 

    

Click the Documents Tab     

Browse to the contact’s folder 
on the team shared drive. 

    

Click the Mailings Tab     

Complete the Mailings Tab 
with contact mailing 
preferences. 

    

*Save the Record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact 3 – Edit a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find the contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a contact 

Edit the desired information     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact 4 – Find Activities for a contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find the desired contact    Find a contact 
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record 

Want to see activities for the 
entire relationship, or the 
contact only? 

Decision    

If Entire Relationship 

Select Summary from the left 
hand navigation menu 

    

Select the Start and End Date 
range to view 

    

Browse the activities     

If Contact Only 

Future or past activities? Decision    

If future 

Select Activities from the left 
hand navigation menu 

    

Select the time period filter     

If past 

Select History from the left 
hand navigation menu 

    

Select the time period filter     

 
Contacts 5 - Access Household Record for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click Households from the 
left navigation pane 

    

Double-click on a Household 
Record to launch that record 

    

 
Contact 6 – Access Financial Account(s) for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click Financial Accounts in 
the left navigation pane 
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Double Click a Financial 
Account Record to launch it 

    

 
Contact 7 – Access Holding(s) for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click Holdings in the left 
navigation pane 

    

Double Click a Holding 
Record to launch it 

    

 
Contacts #9 – Edit Multiple Contacts 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Is the field to change 1 of the 
following? 

 First Name 
 Last Name 
 Middle Name 
 SSN/TIN 
 Birthday 
 Phone Number 
 Address 
 Citizenship 
 Occupation 
 DAML Account 

Decision 
 

  Find a Contact 

If Yes, cannot mass edit     

If No, Proceed     

Browse to CRM – Contacts     

*Select Records to edit Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select Records 

Click Edit from the More 
Actions menu 

    

Enter New Data     

Click Save     

 
Contact 10 – Access Opportunities for a Contact 
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Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click Opportunities in the left 
navigation pane 

    

Double Click an Opportunity 
Record to launch it 

    

 
Contacts #14 – Generate a Single Envelop/Letter for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Prepare letter/envelope in MS 
Word 

Pre-work    

*Find a contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a contact 

Click Copy Address in the 
toolbar 

    

Navigate to the prepared 
letter/envelope 

    

Right Click in desired location     

Select Paste from the right-
click menu 

    

 
Contact #15 – Merge Contacts 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Locate Contacts to be 
merged via find or advanced 
find 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 
& Advanced 
Find 

*Select both contacts Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select Multiple 
Records 

Click merge button     

Is either record integrated?    Identify 
integrated 
contact 

If yes, select integrated record 
as master record 

    

If no, selected preferred 
master record 

    

Want to manually choose 
fields from each record? 
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If yes, select fields to include 
from each contact 

    

If no, check select all fields 
with data checkbox 

    

Click OK     

 
Contact #16 – Add an Address for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click More Addresses from 
the left navigation pane 

    

Click the New Address button     

Select the Address type     

Enter applicable fields     

Click Save and Close in the 
address record 

    

*Save the Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #17 – Set the Preferred Address for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Address already entered on 
the contact record? 

    

If no, *Add the address for the 
contact 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Add an Address 

If yes, click the Preferred 
Address search button 

    

Select the address     

Click OK     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #18 – Set the Preferred Phone for a Contact 
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Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined   Find a Contact 

Click Preferred Phone drop 
down 

    

Choose the phone type     

*Save the record Pre-Defined   Save a record 

 
Contact #20 – Add a Contact to an Existing Marketing List 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a contact 

Click Marketing Lists in the 
left navigation pane 

    

Click Add to Marketing List 
button 

    

Select Marketing List to add 
to 

    

Click OK     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #21 - Create an Opportunity for a contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click Opportunities in the left 
hand navigation pane 

    

Click New Opportunity     

*Create Opportunity Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create an 
Opportunity 

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #22 - Send an email to a single contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 
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*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Verify Outlook is open. Open 
it if necessary 

    

Click the Send Email button 
or double click the email 
address 

    

A blank Outlook message will 
open 

    

Compose your message     

Click the Track in CRM 
button 

    

Click Send     

Close the Contact record     

 
Contact #23 - Send an email to a group of contacts 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Who are you sending to? Decision    

*Use Advanced Find to create 
a filtered list of individuals; 
*Create or open a Marketing 
List; *Select multiple contacts 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a filtered 
list; create a 
marketing list; 
select multiple 
records 

Click the Send Email button     

Select the email setting (To:, 
CC:, BCC:) 

    

Compose the message in the 
Outlook window that opens 

    

*Set regarding on the Email Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set regarding of 
an email 

Click Send     

 
Contact 24 – Change a Contact’s Mailing Settings 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Select the Administration Tab     
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Change Desired Settings     

*Save the Record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact 26 – Add a Note for a Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Select the Notes Tab     

Click to enter a new note     

Enter the text of the Note     

Is a Subject or Attachment 
Desired? 

    

IF No, *Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

If Yes, double click the new 
note to open the note form 

    

Enter the subject     

Add the attachment if desired     

Click Save and Close on the 
Note Record 

    

*Save the Contact record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact 27 - Create A List Of Contacts 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Members Selected How? 
Based on criteria or hand-
picked? 

Decision    

If based on criteria, Create a 
view 

   Create a view 

If hand-picked, *Create a 
Marketing List or *Add 
Categories 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a 
Marketing List 
Add Categories 

 
Contact 28 - Deactivate a contact 
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Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact    Find a Contact 

Select the Actions menu     

Select Deactivate     

Click OK to Confirm     

 
Contact 29 - Reactivate Contact 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Open Inactive Contacts View     

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Select or open Contact     

Select Actions menu     

Select Activate     

Click OK to confirm 
activation 

    

 
Contact 30 - Sync Contacts to Outlook 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Select Options from the CRM 
Menu 

    

Click the Synchronization Tab     

Check the Contacts box     

Verify “Update Company 
Fields with Parent Household 
Names” is not checked or 
uncheck the box 

    

Check the Synchronize the 
CRM in Outlook folders box 
and enter 15 in the minutes 
box 

    

Click OK     
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Select the Modify Local Data 
Groups option from the CRM 
Menu 

    

Decide What contacts you 
would like to synchronize 

Decision    

Click New     

Build filters for the desired 
contacts to sync 

    

Click Save As     

Enter a name for the filter     

Provide a description if 
desired 

    

Click OK in the Filter 
description window 

    

Click OK in the Local Data 
Groups window 

    

Select Synchronize with CRM 
from the CRM Menu 

    

Verify Contacts are 
Synchronized to Outlook 

    

 
Contact 31 - Track a contact to CRM 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Microsoft Outlook     

Browse to Contacts     

Browse to the desired contact 
record 

    

Double-click the record to 
open it 

    

Click the Track in CRM 
button 

    

Click the View in CRM 
button 

    

Enter the appropriate rep code     

*Save the Record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Contact #33 – Link a Contact to a Company 
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Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a contact 

Select the Profile Tab     

Click the search icon next to 
the Employer field 

    

Enter all or part of the 
company name in the search 
box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the company record for 
linking 

    

Click OK     

*Save the contact record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Financial Account #1 – Find a Financial Account 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access CRM Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Click on CRM – Financial 
Accounts from the My Work 
menu 

    

Type all or part of the 
Financial Account number, 
the Contact name or the 
Account Identifier into the 
search box 

    

Double click the record to 
open it 

    

 
Financial Account #2 – Add an Account Identifier 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Financial Account Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Financial 
Account 

Enter Account Identifier as 
desired 

    

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 
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Financial Account #3 – Access the Owner record for an Account 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access a Financial Account 
Record 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Financial 
Account 

Click once on the Owner 
Name 

    

 
Financial Account #5 – Access the Household for an Account 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access a Financial Account 
Record 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Financial 
Account 

Select Holdings from the Left 
hand navigation pane 

    

 
Financial Account #5 – Access the Household for an Account 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Access a Financial Account 
Record 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Financial 
Account 

Click once on the Household 
name 

    

 
General #1 – Set the Default View 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Click Options from the Tools 
Menu 

    

Select the Workplace Tab     

Select the desired entity for 
the default page 

    

Click OK     

 
General #2 – Set Time zone 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Is Microsoft Outlook Open?     

If Yes, Close all Outlook     
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windows, CRM and Quick 
Create 
If No, proceed     

*Access CRM    Access CRM 

Select Options from the Tools 
menu 

    

Select Preferred Time Zone     

Click OK     

 
General #3 – Set Default Records per Page 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Select Options from the Tools 
menu 

    

Select the preferred number of 
records per page 

    

Click OK     

 
Household #1 – Find a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Click on CRM – Households 
from the My Work menu 

    

Search by name or browse? Decision    

Begin Option 1     

Type all or part of the 
Household Name or Friendly 
Name 

    

Press the Enter key or click 
the magnifying glass icon to 
initiate the search 

    

Begin Option 2     

Use the Scroll Bar and/or 
page forward/back buttons to 
locate the desired Household 

    

Begin Option 3     

In the bottom navigation, 
select the letter corresponding 
to the first letter of the 
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Household name 

Scroll and/or page through to 
find the desired contact 

    

End Options     

Double-click the record to 
open it 

    

 
Household #2 – Add a Member to a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Does the New Member 
already have a contact? 

    

If No, *Create a Contact 
record 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create Contact 

IF Yes, Proceed     

*Find the Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find Household 

Click Household Members 
from the left navigation pane 

    

Click Add Existing Contact     

Enter all or part of contact’s 
last name 

    

Click the search button     

Select the contact in the left 
box 

    

Use the arrows to move the 
contact to the right box 

    

Click OK     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #3 – Find Household Members 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

From the left navigation, 
select Household Members 

    

Double click to open a 
Household Member record if 
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desired. 

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #4 - Add a Note to a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a Contact 

Select the Notes Tab     

Click to enter a new note     

Enter the text of the Note     

Is a Subject or Attachment 
Desired? 

    

IF No, *Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

If Yes, double click the new 
note to open the note form 

    

Enter the subject     

Add the attachment if desired     

Click Save and Close on the 
Note Record 

    

*Save the Contact record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #5 – Complete the Mailings Tab 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Determine how team would 
like to format the following 
items: 

 Envelope/Address 
Label Name line 

 Formal Greeting line 
in a letter 

 Friendly Greeting line 
in a letter 

Pre-work Entire Team   

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 

Is a Primary Contact Set? Decision    
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If no, *Set the Primary 
Contact 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set the Primary 
Contact for a 
Household 

If yes, proceed     

Confirm the Primary 
Contact has a preferred 
address 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set the Preferred 
address for a 
Contact 

Select the Mailings Tab     

Complete Name Line 1 as 
decided for 
envelope/mailing label 
name line 

    

Check the Use Preferred 
Address from Primary 
Contact box 

    

Complete Formal greeting 
line as determined 

    

Complete Friendly greeting 
as determined 

    

Would you like mailings 
from the firm to use this 
address information and 
formal greeting line? 

Decision    

If yes, check the Use for 
Firm-Driven Mailings box 
and click OK to verify 

    

IF no, proceed     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #5 – Complete the Mailings Tab 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Determine how team would 
like to format the following 
items: 

 Envelope/Address 
Label Name line 

 Formal Greeting line 
in a letter 

 Friendly Greeting line 
in a letter 

Pre-work Entire Team   

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 
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Is a Primary Contact Set? Decision    

If no, *Set the Primary 
Contact 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set the Primary 
Contact for a 
Household 

If yes, proceed     

Confirm the Primary 
Contact has a preferred 
address 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Set the Preferred 
address for a 
Contact 

Select the Mailings Tab     

Complete Name Line 1 as 
decided for 
envelope/mailing label 
name line 

    

Check the Use Preferred 
Address from Primary 
Contact box 

    

Complete Formal greeting 
line as determined 

    

Complete Friendly greeting 
as determined 

    

Would you like mailings 
from the firm to use this 
address information and 
formal greeting line? 

Decision    

If yes, check the Use for 
Firm-Driven Mailings box 
and click OK to verify 

    

IF no, proceed     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #7 – View Accounts in a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 

Click on Financial Accounts 
in the left navigation 

    

Double click an account to 
open it if desired 

    

Save the record     
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Household #8 – View Holdings for a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 

Select Holdings from the 
left navigation 

    

Open any holding record as 
desired 

    

Save the record     

 
Household #9 – View Opportunities for a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 

Select Opportunities from 
the left navigation 

    

Double Click an 
Opportunity to open it if 
desired 

    

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Household #10 – Set the Primary Contact for a Household 

Step Type of Step Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Household Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Household 

Click the lookup button for 
the Primary Contact field 

    

Type all or part of the 
contact last name in the 
search box 

    

Click the search button     

Select the desired contact 
from the list 

    

Click OK     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 
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Marketing Lists #1 – Create a Marketing List 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Marketing Lists     

Click New     

Enter a Name for the Marketing List     

Assign a Rep Code to the Marketing 
List 

    

Click Save     

Select Marketing List Members from 
the left navigation pane 

    

Click the Manage Members icon     

How are you adding members? Based 
on searchable criteria or individual 
selection? 

Decision    

If Individual Selection, Select Use 
Lookup to Add Members 

    

Click OK     

Type all or part of the contact’s last 
name 

    

Click the Search Button     

Select the desired Contact in the left 
pane 

    

Use the arrows to move the Contact 
to the right pane 

    

Repeat the process to search for and 
add additional if desired 

    

Click OK     

If Adding based on searchable criteria     

Select Use Advanced Find to Add 
Members 

    

Click OK     

Add desired filters     

Are you adding all or some of the 
results? 

    

If adding all, select Add All the 
Members Returned by the Search to 
the Marketing List and click Add to 
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Marketing List 

If adding only some of the contacts, 
*Select records to add, Choose Add 
only the selected members to the 
marketing list and click add to 
marketing list 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select 
multiple 
records 

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Marketing List #2 – Edit Marketing List Members 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Marketing List Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Find a 
Marketing 
List 

Select Marketing List Members from 
the left navigation pane 

    

Adding Members or Removing 
Members?  

Decision    

Adding Members     

Click Manage Members in the toolbar     

How are you adding members? Based 
on searchable criteria or individual 
selection? 

Decision    

If Individual Selection, Select Use 
Lookup to Add Members 

    

Click OK     

Type all or part of the contact’s last 
name 

    

Click the Search Button     

Select the desired Contact in the left 
pane 

    

Use the arrows to move the Contact 
to the right pane 

    

Repeat the process to search for and 
add additional if desired 

    

Click OK     

Or     

If Adding based on searchable criteria     

Select Use Advanced Find to Add     
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Members 

Click OK     

Add desired filters     

Are you adding all or some of the 
results? 

    

If adding all, select Add All the 
Members Returned by the Search to 
the Marketing List and click Add to 
Marketing List 

    

If adding only some of the contacts, 
*Select records to add, Choose Add 
only the selected members to the 
marketing list and click add to 
marketing list 

   Select 
multiple 
records 

Removing Members     

Removing Members individually or 
based on searchable criteria or 
remove all members that do not 
match criteria? 

    

If Individually, select the individual 
for removal 

    

Open the More Actions menu and 
choose Remove from Marketing List 

    

OR     

If by searchable criteria, select 
Manage Members from the toolbar 

    

Choose Use Advanced Find to 
remove members and click OK 

    

Add filters for the criteria of the 
individuals you would like to remove. 

    

Remove everyone or selected 
individuals? 

    

If everyone, select Remove all the 
members returned by the search from 
the marketing list. 

    

Or     

If only select individuals, *select 
individuals for deletion 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select 
multiple 
records 

Click Remove only the selected 
members from the marketing list 

    

Click Remove from Marketing List     
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Or     

Remove members that do not meet 
searchable criteria 

    

Select Manage Members     

Choose Use Advanced Find to 
evaluate members and click OK 

    

Add search criteria for records to 
keep and click Find  

    

Keep all returned records or only 
selected records? 

    

If all, select Keep all the members 
returned by the search in the 
marketing list and click Update 
Marketing List 

    

If only selected, select the records to 
keep 

    

Click Keep only the selected 
members in the marketing list and 
click Update Marketing List 

    

*Save the Marketing List Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Marketing List #3 – Complete a Mailing to Marketing List Members 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Marketing List Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Find a 
Marketing 
List 

Email or Printed document?     

If Printed, click the mail merge 
button in the top toolbar. 

    

*Complete the mail merge Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Send a 
Personalized 
Letter 

If Email, selected marketing list 
members or all members? 

    

If all members, click the Send Email 
button in the top toolbar 

    

If selected members, *select members 
to email 

Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Select 
Multiple 
Records 

Click the Send Email button in the 
middle toolbar 
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*Send Email to multiple contacts Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Send a mass 
email 

 
Marketing List #4 – Send a Client-Approved Intranet Document to a Marketing List 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Launch Intranet    Find a 
Contact 

Search for the document to send     

Check the E-Mail checkbox for the 
document(s) to be sent  

    

Click Send Email from the lower left 
News Headlines box 

    

Verify documents to send and size 
limit 

    

Click next     

Select email text to include     

Enter a salutation if desired     

Click next     

From the Contacts Folder dropdown 
box, select CRM Marketing Lists 

    

Select the Marketing List to send to     

Use the right arrow to move the list 
into the “This E-Mail will be sent to:” 
pane 

    

Click send email     

 
Multiple #1 – Send a Personalized Letter 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Decide to whom the letter will be sent 
 Contacts/Households/Financial 

Accounts 
 Based on searchable 

criteria/individually selected 

Decision    

Decide how to build the list 
 Marketing List 
 Filtered View 

Decision    

Prepare your Mailing List     
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If necessary, *select the individuals on 
the list who will receive the letter 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select 
Multiple 
Records 

Click the Mail Merge icon     

Select Letter from the Merge Type 
options drop down menu 

    

Select a starting document     

Choose the desired option for which 
records to merge 

    

Are additional data fields needed, or 
are you starting with a blank 
document? 

Decision    

If yes, click the data fields button     

Check the boxes for the data fields you 
would like to bring into the merge, 
changing entity level as necessary 

    

Click OK     

Click OK to begin the merge     

Word will launch and a list of all 
recipients brought to the merge will 
open 

Information    

Deselect any recipients to exclude, if 
desired 

    

Modify the formatting and content of 
the letter as desired 

    

Click the Next: Preview Your Letters 
option 

    

Recipients can be scrolled through for 
preview using the arrow keys in the 
wizard box. However, you cannot 
change individual recipient information 
in this preview mode 

Information    

Click Next: Complete the merge     

Want to modify individual recipient 
data or save the merged document for 
later use? 

    

If yes, select the Edit Individual Letters 
option 

    

If no, select the Print option to send 
some or all letters to the printer 

    

A box will open asking which records 
to merge. Select the correct option to 
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merge to all records, the current record 
or specific record numbers. 
A box will open asking to create 
activities 

Information    

Do you want the letters tracked to the 
recipients’ CRM records? 

    

If no, choose Do not create Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM Activities 

    

If yes, choose Create Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM activities 

    

Click the Activity Details box     

Modify the Subject to a meaningful 
title for the letter and modify other 
fields as desired 

    

Note that the default works in most 
cases for all fields other than the 
subject 

Information    

Click OK     

Click OK again in the Create Activities 
Box 

    

A process will run individually creating 
activities. This can take several minutes 

Information    

Your documents will print or a new 
MS Word document will open 

    

Close the Mail Merge window     

Click OK when a box opens asking you 
to Stop Current Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM mail merge 

    

Click No when asked to save the 
document 

    

 
Multiple #3 – Create a Filtered View 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to the record type you’d like to 
filter 

    

Select a view from the views dropdown 
to start from 

    

Click the Advanced Find button in the 
toolbar 

    

The Filters for the starting view should 
be displayed 
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Click Show Details to open the filters 
for editing  

    

To add a filter, click select and choose 
the field to filter from the drop down 

    

Change the qualifier as appropriate 
(equals, contains, contains data, etc) 

    

Enter the filter data in the right field     

Add additional filters as necessary     

To modify the columns and layout, 
click the Edit Columns Button 

    

To delete columns, select the column to 
delete 

    

Choose remove     

To add columns, click Add Columns     

Choose the record level of the field to 
add 

    

Check the boxes of any fields to be 
added 

    

Click OK     

To reorder columns, choose a column 
and use the arrows on the right to move 
the column to the desired position 

    

To change the sort order, select 
Configure Sorting 

    

Choose the column to sort on     

Select Ascending or Descending     

Click OK     

Click Find to preview the view and 
confirm it is as desired 

    

Click Back to Query to finalize     

Click Save As     

Enter a name for the view     

 
Multiple #4 - Share a view 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Click Advanced Find from the toolbar     
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Select the Saved Views tab     

Choose the view to share     

Open the More Actions menu     

Select Sharing     

Click Add User/Team     

Type user’s last name in the search box     

Select the user and use the arrows to 
move it to the right box 

    

Repeat to add additional users as 
necessary 

    

Check the boxes to control the access 
level 

    

Note that a user with only read access 
will be able to fully use the view and 
modify records within the view 

Information    

Click OK     

 
Multiple #5 – Create a Mail Merge Template 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to the entity level the template 
will be used with 

    

Select one or more records     

Click the Mail Merge icon     

Select the document type from the 
Merge Type options drop down menu 

    

Base the template on an existing 
template? (recommended) 

    

If yes, choose the template     

If no, select Blank Document     

Need additional data fields or starting 
with a blank document? 

    

If yes, click the data fields button     

Check the boxes for the data fields you 
would like to bring into the merge, 
changing entity level as necessary 

    

Click OK     
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Click OK to launch the merge     

Word will open and a list of recipients 
will open 

Information    

Modify the formatting and content of 
the document 

    

Select Next: Preview Your Letters     

Make any additional edits as necessary     

Click Next: Complete the merge     

Select Upload Template to CRM     

If a box opens asking if you want to 
update the current mail merge template, 
click No to create a new template 

    

A window will open Information    

Provide a name for the template     

Click Save and Close     

Close the Mail Merge window     

Click OK when a box opens asking you 
to Stop Current Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM mail merge 

    

Click No when asked to save the 
document 

    

 
Multiple #6 – Implement a Service Model for Clients/Prospects 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Determine how you will select tiers I – 
IV 

Pre-work Whole 
Team 

  

Determine the specific services you 
will provide and how often you will 
communicate with each service tier 

Pre-work Whole 
Team 

  

*Filter for records to assign a specific 
tier 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a 
filtered list 

*Select records to assign the tier Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Select 
multiple 
records 

*Edit records to assign the tier Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Edit multiple 
contacts 

Repeat for each tier     
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*Create activities for records based on 
service model 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

   

 
Multiple #7 – Select Multiple Records 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to any view     

Select a record     

Are the records to be selected 
continuous? 

Decision    

If yes, hold the [shift] key and click the 
last record to select.  

    

All records between will be selected Information    

OR     

If no, hold the control key and 
individually click records to select 

    

Note that browsing to the next page 
will de-select any records previously 
chosen 

Information    

 
Multiple #9 – Add Categories 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

*Find a Record Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Find a 
Contact/Hous
ehold/Financi
al Account 

Select the Administration Tab     

Are Categories Listed Already? Decision    

If No, type the category as desired     

If Yes, following the last entry type a 
comma and a space followed by the 
category as desired 

    

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Step 

  Save a record 

 
Multiple #10 – Monitor Service Model 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 
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Browse to CRM – Reports     

Evaluate Prospects or Clients? Decision    

If Prospects, select the Service 
Summary for Contacts report 

    

If Clients, select the Service Summary 
for Households report 

    

Click Run Report     

Click the arrows next to Days Since 
Last Contact to see who is overdue for 
contact 

    

 
Opportunity #1 - Create an Opportunity 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Is the opportunity for an existing client 
or does the prospect already have a 
contact record? 

Decision    

If no, *Create a Contact Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a 
Contact 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

Click New     

Add a topic     

Select the Lookup button next to the 
Potential Customer field 

    

Choose Household or Contact from the 
dropdown 

    

Type all or part of the contact or 
Household name 

    

Click the search button     

Select the record     

Click OK     

Complete other fields as desired     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Opportunity #2 - Edit an Opportunity 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 
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Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

Select and open the opportunity to edit     

Modify fields as needed     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Opportunity #3 - Complete an opportunity 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

Select and Open the Opportunity to 
complete 

    

Select Close Opportunity from the 
Actions menu 

    

Choose whether the opportunity was 
won or lost 

    

Select a reason for the outcome     

Enter the actual revenue     

Choose the date the opportunity was 
closed 

    

Click OK     

*Save the record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Save a record 

 
Opportunity #4 - Determine Number of Won Opportunities in a Given Time Period 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

*Create a filtered view using filters 
won opportunities and for closed date 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a 
filtered view 

View the filtered list; bottom toolbar 
will display the number of records 

    

 
Opportunity #5 - Determine Number of Lost Opportunities in a Given Time Period 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     
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*Create a filtered view using filters lost 
opportunities and for closed date 

Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create a 
filtered view 

View the filtered list; bottom toolbar 
will display the number of records 

    

 
Opportunity #6 – Track Active Opportunities 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

From the Views drop down, select 
Open Opportunities 

    

Sort by columns as preferred; for 
example by sales stage or estimated 
close date  

    

*Update Opportunities as needed Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Update 
Opportunity 

 
Opportunity #7 – Create an Activity for an Opportunity 

Step Type of 
Step 

Party(s) 
Involved 

Necessary 
Resources 

Prerequisites 

Browse to CRM – Opportunities     

Open the Opportunity for the Activity     

From the Actions menu, select Add 
Activity and choose the Activity type 

    

*Create the activity record Pre-Defined 
Process 

  Create an 
Activity 
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Appendix H: Flowcharts 
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Create a Phone Call Activity 

( Stan Process 

u al y 
in the record 
the activity is 

as din 

Ye"" 

o• 

Use Activity 
Creator to 
create thA 

activity 

Clicl< Phone Call 
lrom theNew 

Activity bulloo In 
the toolbar 

Enter all or part of 
1----+l the record's name 

in the rega1ding 
search box. 

0poo the More 
Actions menu, the 

.-------IN~ At":tivity mAOII 
and select Phone 

Call 

Click the Search Select the reeotd 
Dutton _. tn M thA .rA!Jllrrlino 

and cltck OK 

"'"" '"""'""' u• the phone call is 
different rrom the -
regarding, type all ~ • 
or pan of !he name 

Click the Search ~ Select the recipient L- Enter a subject for L.. Type the details ol L- Setlhe Priotity of 
button ~ and click OK r-- the activity r"' the ac1lvll)l ,... lh• ac1lvll)l 

in ;h, "~ini I hn• 

nt ton 
other team 

bersoft 
ctivily? 

Type all ot pan of 
the user's name 
and press the -to 

Enter key or click 
the search icon 

Click the Notify 
Team box 

Set the actual or 
estimated activity r-

duration 

Click Save as 
Open if future 

II desired, checl< 
the notify owner 
box to have an f-t 

email sent to the 
new owner 

ModWyTeam 
members if 
necessary 

Click Save as 
Cotnpleted if 

finished 

theNotffyMe 
\Nhen Complete 
box to receive an 
email when tile 

activity is 

Check the boxes 
as appropriate 

Select Start and 
Due date and 

times -l r~~~~s; 
are based 
on start 
limes 

Select reminder 
tlrne If desir&d 

'---.,..-I - -' 

Click Savtt and 

End Process 
New to save as H 

open and launch a 
blank pllooe call '------

activity 

Complete Activities 

8eled 

Browse to CRM- Activities of Click the Run Start Process 
Acllvltles the same WorkOow Icon. type to be 

cxxnpleted 

• 
Select lhe Click OK 10 

Comple!8 Aclivifi&s confirm lhe \ End prccess 
WOrKflow workflow 
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Reopen Completed Activities 

Select 

Browse to CRM • 
Aaivities of Click the Run Stan Process Activities the same Workflow Icon. 
type to be 
reopefled 

+ 

Select Ule Reopen 
Click OK 10 
confirm !he End process ActMlles workflow wor1dlow 

Sync Tasks to Outlook 

Verily !he Set This 

( Start Process r Launch Mi::rosoft OpenlheCRM Select the 
Ct>t<;k !he Tasks Colltll'Jier to be 

Outlook --- menu and select - Synchronization 1---t :lleckbox I-- the synchronizing 
Options tab Client checkbox is 

checl<ed 

I 

;~·;;~~~~,;;; Set the desired Openlhe CRM 
my items to my _..,interval to run sync 

I-- Click OK I--
menu and select H End Process Outlook folders (mlnimum15 Synch(onize with 

everyboxi3 minute3) CRM 
eh~"""" 

Track a Task to CRM 

( StM Process r Launch Microsol1 Open a Tosl< in Click the Track in Open !he Set Choose !he record 

Outlook I-- Oullook r- CRMbutton - Regarding menu r- type from !he <Wop 
and cidt More down 

I 

Type all or pan of Select the record Salle lhe Outlook !he name and dick _.,. !he 1ask It I-- Click OK End Process 
the search bu'.;on regasding Tasl< \ 
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Sync Appointments to Outlook 

Verity the Set This 

( Start Process r Launch Microsoft OpentheCRM Select the Check the Co~tertobe 

OutJook - menu and select - Synchronization 1-t Appointments ~ the synchronizing 
Options tab checkbox Client checkbox is 

checl<ed 

I 
... 

o u ooc• 
the Synchronize Set the desired Qpen theCRM 
my items to my - interval to run sync 

f---. Click OK f---. 
menu and select 

----.( End Process Outlook folclers (mlnlmum15 Synchronize v.ith 
every box is minutes) CRM 

""~"""" 

Track an Appointment to CRM 

Sl8rt Process )-
Ul<Jnch Microsoft 

()pef1 an 
Click the Track in 

Open the Set Choo6e tile reC<J<d 

Oullool< r- App<>inlment In - CRM button - Regarding menu -type from the drop 
Ootlool< and dick Mo(e down 

I ... 
Type all a< part of Select the reoo<d Save the Oullook f End Process the name and cfiek f---- tile Appolnlment Is r- Click OK 

Appointment the search button regarding \ 

Sync Phone Calls to Outlook 

Verify the Set This 

Start Process )-
Open the CRM Select lhe 

Check the phone Co~tertobe 
Menu and select ~ Synchronization r--- calls chadcbox r--- the S)ll1chronizing 

Options tab Client checkbox is 
checked 

... 
'-""""" ' u' "''"""' 
the Synchrooize Set the desired OpentheCRM 
my items in my 

~ 
inte<Val to run 5)1110 r- Click OK -menu end select K End Process Outlook folders (mlnlmum15 Synchr<llllze wllh 

awry box is minutes) CRM 
checked 
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Set the Regarding on an Email 

Open the Ema~ Click lhe Track in Clp<ln the Set Ctloooa the reoord 
S1art Process Message 10 traek CRMbol!on R&garding mfl!1u type from the <Iap 

and d id< More down menu 

Type all or pan or Select the recc<d 
End Process ) the name and c lick the Email is C~ekOK Save the Email 

the search buuon regardlng 

Launch Activity Cniator 

From OUtlook. 
click !he loon for 
Activity Creator 

( S~n Process ) 

t FromllleCRM 
Window, clicl< the 
lc:cn fQ( Aalvlty \ 

End Pl'ooess 

Creatoc .,. 

I 
Open the Windows Open the Choooe Activity Programs menu buuon on your 

from the Windows Cteator from the 
desktop menu CRMMenu 

Set Preferences for Activity Creator 

Check the boxes Choose an op<lon 

Start Process r Launch Click the for llle default Select the default 
for when to 

Activity I-t Prefere.~ces buttOI) -+ record types to f-+ activity type f-+ automatically 
Creator check llle Notify 

search o,,,.,, check box 

I 

Select when to Set any automatic 

check llle notify 
chedcing options Add reminder and Close the 

-{ End Process - for Client Toucfl 1- duration default I-t Click Save - Preferences me when OQ(Opiete and Last Contact times Window 
checkbox Date 
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Stan Process 

Type the details ot 
the activity in the 
Description box 

Type all or pa" of 
the user's name 
and press the 

Enter key or click 
the search icon 

Select reminder 
time If desired 

Select Reoord 
Types to Search 

~lee( the Ac1ivity 
Type 

If desired, check 
the notify owner 
box to 1\a.ve an 

email sent to the 
newO'ovner 

Check the Notify 
Team box 

Select the actual 
or estimated 

activity durateion 

Create an Activity via Activity Creator 

0 

Yes 

Notify Me When 
Complete to 

receive an emaU 
when the activity is 

Mod~yTeam 

Members if 
necessary 

Click Save as 
Completed 

Click the search 
button 

Set the Priority of 
the Activity 

Select Start and 
Due dates and 

times 

1---+l Enter a subject for 
the activity 

Check boJ<es as 
apptopriate 

Click Save as Click Save and 
Ope11 View 

'-------"111<---Qpe 
Modify 

n T T 
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Manage Reminders in Activity Creator 

Vi • Sno 

( smrt Process )-
Launch Click the Open Select any 

some or all or Activity - Alerts & f--- remiOOars tD Dismiss some Creator Reminders button manage 
Of all? 

! 
Selecl Dismiss to Select Snooze and Select Oismiss All Selecl Snooze all 

Select Open Item J)reventthe seta snooze to prevent all and Set a snooze 
to view the activity reminder ftom dmeframe to delay l'efrinde<S ftom tlmeframe to delay 

appearing again the reminder appearing again al remlnde<s 

! 
End Process \ 

\ 

Aocess a Contact. Flnanclal Account, Household or Company via Activity Creator 

Check the boxes 
I Y!'. llll Uf ~ill HJ< 

the Name. Friendly 

Start Process \ 
Lauoch for the entity or Name or Account Activity 
Creator 

entitles you wish to Identifier In the 
find search Regarding 

hnv 

I • From the searoh 
Type the enter key results. double 

--{ End Process or d ick the search dick the record 
button you would like to 

open 

Set Team Members for Notification in Activity Creator 

Type all "' part of 

Start Process r Launch 
Activity - Select the Notify r---- Click the search 

f--+ 
the user's last 

f-+ Clicl< Search Team check box button name into the 
Creator search box 

Use the arrcms to 
Select a user in Use the arrO'ovs to 

Repeat~ remove any us-er's k End Process f--. move the user to - r---- f--+ Click OK the left pane 
the right pane necessary from the right pane 

for e.xclusion 
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Create a Company 

( Stan Process 
BrO\vse to CRM • Oiok the New Enter the company 

Companies botton name 

I 

• 
Enter the Rep Add oodijional Save the 

-( End Process Code delai ts as available reoocd 

link Employees to a Company 

•• Stan Process r Find a Select Contacts Create a 

C<Jmpany - fro.m the left hand Contact 
navigation Reeo<d 

. 

oo Click. New Contact f--. 

Yes 

Click Add Existing 
Enter a ll or part of 

Oick the Search Sele<:t the contact 
Contact f- the contact's last --o button --o in the le-ft box name 

L 
Use the arrows to Repeat to add Save the K End Proooss move the contact additional contacts C<Jmpany 
to the right pane as desired reeo<d 
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Find a Contact 

Search by l.a$1 Name 

+ 
T)'P9 all or part of Press the En!e< 
til& trst name. last key or d ick the 
name or frierclly f----+1 magnifying glass 

name of the icon to initiate the 
contad search 

Browse Lis ~habe:ically 

,.;_,~::,:;~ 
lhe leiter 

c:o<r&Sponding LO 
the first loner of 

Scrol and/0< page Double Click lhe 
-- through 10 lind lhe f----------------4>1 record 10 open h 

dewedcontaet 

' ' " loo' n om• 

Create a Contact 

Stan Process \ 
ClckCRM 

Click the New AocessCRM Contacts from IIWI 
My Work menu Contact leon 

1 
Enter any relevant Add any desired 

Click the Profile personal 
~ 

Click the - team settings for 
lab lnlormatlon for !he AdmlnlsLJ8tlon Tal> 

oontaet the contact 

~ 
Browse 1o the Complete the 

ooi!Ulcl's kllder ol Cicll lhe Mailings Mellings Tab with Save the 
1M tl!am shared Tab contaa mailing r<!COrd 

drlw prefer8flces 

Edit a Contact 

( Start Process )---. 
Find a Edit lhe desired Save lhe 

Con !act information Record 

I--+!· ( End Process 

1 "'"'" u • '~' ~u>< 
Name and Rep 
Code and any 
oiiWir re4evan1 

general 

I 

Click the 
Documents Tab 

I 

End Prooass 

\. End Process 
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Find Activities for a Contact 

~~~;ti~7; Entire 

( Start Process r the entire RelationshiP. 
Select Summary Set the Start and 

relationship 
from the left ~ End Oat~ range to 
navigation V18W or the contact 

00 ? 

I 
Contact Only 

Select Activities 
Select tl>e lime 

~ 
from the left 

p&nod filter -
navigation menu 

Future - Browse activities -{ End Process 

. 

Select History from 
Select the time the left navigation 

p&nod filler -
menu 

Past 

Access Household Record(s) for a Contact 

( &ar1 Pro085S _/ 
Finds 

CIIOk HousehOlds S<!leetHouMI'oOid I Complete 
Contact In tho Laft Rocord. Double· 

Navigation Pane click to open. 

Access Financial Account Record(s) for a Contact 

Click FW1311Cial Selea F11Bncial 

( Smn Process ) 
Find a Acoounts in the AC<XJUnt Record. H Complete 

Contact LeftNa~llon Ooubf&.dlek tO - -
Access Holding Record(s) for a Contact 

( Start Prooess ) 
Fil1d a Click Holdings in Select Holding 

Cornpiete 
Coniact 

the le~ Navigation Recad Doubt 
\ "- ciiOk 10 Op&rt. 
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Edit Multiple Contacts 

( &anP~s) 
the fieldS BJQW$8 to CRM • odit mnss-ectlt Edit Individual -capable? 

ContaciS 

I 

1 
Selecl Click Edit from llle r Recofcls to Mo<e Actions Enter new data Click Save 

\ 
End Process 

Edit menu 

Access Opportunities for a Contact 

Cick OpportiJ\Itles Double Cticl< an 
StanPr~ )- Find a 

( End Proooss Contact - in the 191\ 1-t OpportUnity 
navigation pane Reoo<d to launch it 

View Documents for a Contact 

Slart Process \ Find a Cticl< the Click the Browse 
Contact Documents Tab Button 

J 

Click Save 1-

~ 
No 

Navigate to 
Contact's shared ( Complete drive foldEW. Use 
Back Button as \ 

necessary. 

. 

Yes 
Clicl< Save and 

1--Close 
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Complete the Mailings Tab for a Contact 

-·-- /-envelopellabe. No 
ronnal greetings Find a 

Preferred 
Set Preferred 

Start Address and ~lendly Coo tact igned? Address 
greetings! should 

read 

I 
Yes 

Complete Name Of 

Click the Mailings Check the use Attention line, 
preferred address formal greeting 

Tab checkbox and friendly 
greeting 

I 

Click Save 

~ l Complete 
. 

Click Save and 
1--' Close 

Generate a Single Envelope/Letter for a Contact 

-~~- Find a CliO< Copy 
Slart Envelope lnMS 

Cootacl 1----- Address In toolbar -/ Wa<d 

l 
Navigate to 

Right Click in Select Paste rrom Compl0l8 
prvpared lelterl --envelope 

cesirad location nght.cficl( menu \ 
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( Start Process ) 

Enter applicable f------o fields 

Merge Contacts 

Locate 
Contacts to 
be merged 
via find or 

Sefee( both 
contacts Clid< Merge button I---t>( 

advanced find 

Set Integrated 
Record as master 

record 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Check select all 
fields with data 

checkbox 

Select fields to 
include from each 

contact 

Select Preferred 
master record 

Click OK 

Add an Address to a Contact 

Click More 
Find a f------o 

Addresses from 
f------o 

Clid< the New 
Conlact the left navigation Address buttom 

pane 

Click Save 

~ 
No 

Click Save and 
Close on the 

address record. 
. 

Yes 
Clid< Save and 

Close 

No 

-------

-

-

Select tho Address 
Type 

I 

Complete 

\ 
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Select Address 

Find a 
Contaet 

Set the Primary Address for a Contact 

Click Save 

No 

Add Address 
IOCoolael 

Click Preferred 
Address seardl 

bullon 

Click OK 

Find a 
Coo tact 

Yes 
Clicl< Sev& and 

Closa 

Set the Preferred Phone for a Contact 

Click Preferred 
Phone Oropdown 
and select phone 

type 

No 

Yes 

Click Save 

Click Save and 
Close 
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Create an Opportunity for a Contact 
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Send an Email to a Group of Contacts 

Use 
,.--.. Advanoed 1--Find 10 aeate 

filte<edRSl 

Slart Process 
Who are yoo Create or Select email sending 10? 1-- open Click Send EITIIil - sellings (To:. CC:. 

Mal1cellnQ L1st 
Button BCC: ) 

s.loct 
L..--o multiple 1--

contacts 

! 
Compose 

Set message in - Reganling on Cfid<Send r Comjlleta OuUook window 
the Email \. 

tllatopons 

Change a Contact's Mailing Settings 

( Start Process r Find a 
1--

Select the 
1--

Change the -- Save the --{ End Task 
Coo tact Administratioo Tab desired Settings record 
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Add a Note for a Contact 

( Start Process _)-----. 
Find a Select the Notes - Click to Enter a - Enter the text or 

Contact Tab new note the note 

a stJbject Yes Double click the Click the paper dip Click Save and 
attachment 
desired? 

No 

Start process 

Start Process )--+ 

note to open the 
note form 

! 
Save tile 

record 

Enter the subject - icon to add an 
attachment 

( End Process 

Create a List of Contacts 

Deactivate a Contact 

Create a 
View 

Create a 
Matl«tdng list 

OR 

! 
Add 

Caragories 

- Clos.e on the Note 
record 

Find a Select the AGtions 
Click OK to K End Process 1- - Select Deactivate 1-- confirm Coo tact menu deactivation 
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Reactivate a Contact 

Open Inactive Find a Select one 0< more Select the Acdons Start Process Con !acts 
Can !act ~ Contacts Me<1u View 

I 
! 

Select Activate 
Ctic:lcOK to 

· ( End Process 
Confirm activation 

Link a Contact to a Company 

Oick the Ssarch Enter all or part of 
Start Process \ Find a Select the Profile 

Contact - Tab - icon next to the - the company name 
Employer fiekl in the semch box 

I 
+ 

Old\ the search Select the Save the K End Process button company reconl - Click OK 1--- coo tact 
ror Unking 

Find a Financial Account 

Click on CRM • . '1he Fin~;ciaJ 

( Start Process r AccessCRM f-. Financial Accounts .... Acco1.~nt number, ... Cfic:lc the search f-. Doobl.,.clic:lc the 
-( End Process from the My Woll< Contact name or button record to open it 

menu Account Identifier 
;ntnth. 

Add an Account Identifier to a Financial Account 

On the General 

Start Proo;e:;s ) Findareoord Tab, edrt ltle Save the 
End Process Account Identifier record 

field as desired 
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Acc8ss the Owner record for an Aroount 

Click ooce on the Fllld a 
Owner Name to Start Process Financial 
open the Cootaet 

En<l Process 
Account record 

View the Holdings for an Account 

stan Process r Fmda Sel&cl Holdings 
Financial from !he left hand End Process 
Account navigation pane 

V18W the Holdings for an Account 

Start Process r An<l a Sel&cl Holdings 
Financial from !he left hand En<l Process 
Account navigaoon pane 

Access the Household record fo< an Account 

F11da Click ooce on !he 
Stan Process Financial Household Nama End Process 

Account to oper> the record 

Set the Default View 

Start Process r Click Options from Select the 
Select t.he desired K End f>rocess r---- r---- entity for the - Click OK the Tools Menu WOfkpace Tab 

default page 
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vas 

( Start Process ) 
Is Outlook 

Y. No 

Select Options 
Select Preferred from the Tools Time Zo,;e 

menu 

Select Options 
Stall Proet!ss from !he Toots 

moou 

Stan Process AccassCRM 

Type all or part of 
the Household 

Name or Friendly 
Name into the 

search box 

Set Time Zone 

Close all Outlook 
\.nndows, CRM 

and Quick Create 

Click OK 

Set Records Per Page 

Select !he 
Preferred number 

of reconls per 
J>iiSI" 

FhlaHouseM!d 

OickonCRM
Househalds from 

the My Woo1< menu 

f------* 

Press the Enter 
key or seleQ the 
search icon to 

initiate the searcn 

1---&tar<:h Nam f 

u"""'"""'""""' and/or page 

all- lorwardlback 
llui!Ons 10 locate 

the desired 

..., ""''" 
ter 

Sel<!d the letter 
correspon<f111g to Scrol and/or page 
the f>BI Ieuar or r- 11\rough 10 lind the 
the Household desired oon1acl 

llilme 

AccessCRM 

\ 
Click OK \ End Process 

Click OK K End Process 

Oouble-clicl< the 
-( End Process record 10 open k 
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Add a Member to a Household 

the No 

Stan Process 
Member 

Create a Cootact 

y~ I 

Click Household Enter all or pan of Find 8 Members from the Click add exiS11ng Click the Search 
Household left navlgallon Contact 

co111aa's last bunon 
pane 

name 

I 

Salect !he desired use the anows 10 
Save lhe contact from lhe move the contact Click OK End Process 

left boX lo the right box 
Record 

Find Household Members 

From the left Double click to 

Start Process r Find a 
1-+ 

navigation, select 
1-+ 

open a Household 
--to 

Save the 
-( End Process Household Household Member record If reeo<d 

Members desired. 

Add a Note to a Househok:l 

( 
\__ Find a L- Select the Noles L- Click to enter a '--- Enter the lex! of ~ 

Stan Process J'-'-Ho-us_e_ho_l_d__,__.,--.._ __ T_•b __ __.,--..__n_ew_n_o_te---'1 · .__lh_e_n-ot_e _ __.l ~ 

r------------------Y~ 

1 
Double-click the Click save and 

new note to open it f-+ Enter the subject f-+ Add ~n~~:ment ~ close on the note ~ 
for editing record 

1 
Save the 
contact 
record 
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Complete the Mailings Tab for a Household 

Det In ow No 

Start Process ) 
t&amwo Is a Primary Set a Primary like to format Find a reoord 

rious maili Contact Set? Contact 

tio 

Yes 

~ 
Confirm the Complete Nan"~& 

Check the Use 
Primary Contact Select the Mailings 

line 1 as decided 
Preferred Mdress Complete the 

for envelopal f--+ Formal greeting 
has a prefetred tab majling label name from Primary line as determined 

address line Contact box 

I 

Check the Use for 

.... Fir~Oriven 

Yes Mailings box and 
click OK to verify 

Woold u like 
m' gs m 

Complete the • efirmtou ( 
Friendly Greeting this address Sa~ Record End Process 
line as determined ormation a \ 

for I gr ng 
No II ? 

View Accounts in a Household 

Start Process r Find a 
Click on Financial Double click an 

Save the ---+( End Process Household -Accounts in the left - account to open it r--- record navigation If desired 

View Holdings in a Household 

Stan Process )-
Find a Cld< on Holdings Double click any 

Save the ---+( End Process Household f--. in the left - hokfing record to f- reootd navigation open ft if desined 

View Opportunities for a Household 

( Start Process r Find a 
Clicfc on Double click an 

Save the K End Plooess Household r-- Opportunities in r-- Opportunity 10 --to record the left navigation open it if desired 
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Create a Marketing List 
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C<l<r!Jiele a Mailing to Mar!teling Ust Mernbe<11 

F"lll<l a 
Marketing List 

,-----Email----------' 

Crock the Send 

Click the mai 
mef9& button in 
111& top toolbar 

Send Email to 

Colr\Oietelhe 
maarnerge 

~ Email button in the Multiple \ End Pnx;eS$ 
toptoollar ContadS 

II 

Select Clid< the Send 
led~ members to Email button in the 

email middle IOOibar 

Send a Client·Awroved Intranet Document to a Marketing List 

Chi>tk tha E-Mail Clk:k $Md EMail 

Start Process r Search for the checkbox fO< the from the tower left 
Launch lnltanet ____. 

document to send 
____. 

document(s) to be f---. News Headlines 
sent box 

+ 
Click Next r--- Select email text to r--- Enter a salutation 

Click Next 

Selecttl1e 
Marketing List to 

oond to 

include 

• Use the right arrow 
to move the list 
into the "This E
Mail will be soot 

to:" pane 

if desired ----> 

Click Send Email 

Ve<ify documents 

f---. to send and size 
limit 

I 

From the Contacts 
Folder dropdown 
box. select CRM 
Mall<eting Lists 

I 
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( Start Process r Find a 
~rkeltlg Li~ 

Edit Ma11o:etlng Ust Members 

Select Marketing 

f---oJ list MEmbers from f------<-<" 
the t~n n~tg:,;tit'Jn 

pane 

MdlngOt 
removing 
membe<s ··~ 

R.~M--~~~=~~·m~·~==~~~ 
~idua! member(s) L... Open More L..... Choose Remove L..... 

fortEomowl ~ AeblS nW'IL.I ,-----. tmm Markelir'lg Ll~ "' 

meet~ 16rla? 

lchoo«> 

AM Met~lOOf$ 
toMar1<eting 

Ust 

Click OK to 
OOOfifm (f,lf'MVl'il 

SE!IectMM~ 
Members from the 

toolbar 

et.ooseuse 
Advanced And to 
remcwe members 

criteria of the the: tnenlbers 

L 
__ Ck_k_O_K_~~L----~ 5 d L-M-IU_mOO_,~~~me-~ t'.r.Mdual!\ 10 M search from the 

ref'OO\'ed mafteeling 11~ 

Add tlliers for the ~· Select ReiTIO\'e all 

,--------Selected 

l 
Select Manage 

Menlbf:lrs 

nl~IO 
kllop? 

~ 

Choose Remove 

Do N<l< 
Meel 

Criteria Sele:d 
lndi..tduals for 

removal 

oriy the selected L______, Click Renl0\'8 from '..---------~ 
membl'lt"$ rronl the ~ Ml'lrl<e.11ng Lis t r 

ct'K'lO$e use 
1--- +J Advanced Find to ----< 

e-ro!uate members 

Setect Keep 1'111 the 

marketing Ust 

Click OK 

I 

Addnn~tor 
----t1 ai!eria ot reOOf<!s ----11 

to KEEP 

r members retumed l 
by the search 

All L_ __ _, L -----J Click Update 
Mll1~tlng List 

setact 
recortts to ..... - Click Keeponty 

the &elected 
nlen~ tlthe 
maltetilg list 

ClckOK 

I 

Save the 
Ml'lri<Ming l is t 

End Process 

+-
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Create a Filtered View 

Select a view from Click the M~~ 
( Stan Process \ 

Browse to the 
the views Advanced Find fO< the 

record type to be dmpdown as a buttoo on the I 
starting 

filtered view will be starting point tool bar 
displayed 

+ 
To add a filter click Change the 

Click Show D>tails select and choose qualifier as Enter t"''e filter data Add additional 
to open the ftters - the filed to filter - appropriate - into fl8 far right f- filters as 

for editing from the drop (equals, contains, field necessary 
down etc) 

I 

To modify lhe 
columns and To delete colu~ms, To a(ij oolumns. Choose the record 

layout, click the - select the column - Choose remove - dick Arld Columns f- level of the field to 
Edit Colunns to delete add 

Button 

I 

To reorder 
Check the boxes columns, choose a To change the sort 

Choose the of any fields b be - Click OK - colum and use - ord:tr, select f- column to sort on 
ad dod the arrows to move Configure Sorting 

as desired 

I 

Select Ascending c"~k Find to Click Back to - Click OK - Click OK - preview and -or Descendng confim the view Quety to finalize 

I 

Click Save As Enter a name for - Click OK K End Prooess the view 
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Share a View 

Stan Process )--
Click Advanced 

Select the Saved Choose the view to Open lhe More Find from the f--. -tool bar Views tab shale Actions menu 

I 
~ 

Type user's last Select the user 
Repeat to add Click Add User/ and use the arrows 

Select Sharing - Team f--. name in the search - to move it to the - additional users as 
box right box necessary 

I 
~ <:h . 

Level of I Check !he boxes View allows H End Process to control tM user to Click OK 
<:~~ce~levd I change the ) 

records just 
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Create a Mail merge Template 

Browse to the Select the Base the template 

( Stan Process ) 
entily level the Select one or more doooment type on an existing - --t from the Merge f--. template will be records 

Type optioos drop· 
te~ate? 

used with down menu (recommended) 

Yes No I 
L L "" 

Need additional for the dta fields 

Choose the Select blank data fields or Click tile data 
you would like to 

template document - starting with a --+ fields button 1-- bring into the 

blank document? merge. changing 
enti-;y level as 

T .. , 
L 

Click OK to launch MSWord I Modify the Seloct Next: 
Click OK - the merge 

and a list of formatting and 
-+ Preview Your 

I recipients content of the 
document will open document Letters 

I 
L ... 

aSking If you want In the window that 
Make any Click Next 

Select Upload to update the opens, provide a additional edits as -+ Complete tile Template to CRM 1-- current mail merge --+ name fOI' the 
necessary Merge template. click No te"Jlplate 

to create a new 

" "'"' I 
i 

Click OK wllen a 
Select Save and Close the Mail box. opens asking 

Click No when 
-{" End Process Close Merge windO\v --to to stop the curreont asked to save the 

MaifMerge doooment 

Implement a Service Model for Clients/Prospects 

"' O&tetml ne 
Filter for nehow services 

records to Setea 
Start Process to select and --+ records to 

liefs I • frequenc assign a assign the tie£ 
IV kls ror 

specific tier 

aa~• •= I 
Creal& 

Edit reCO<ds Repeat process ror actMtles foe 
and assign each der records End Process 

ll1e tier basel! on 
service model 
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Browse to any 
vlew 

Hold lhe control 
key and 

Individually click 
records to select 

Select Multiple Records 

Add Categories to a Record 

Slart Process '\ Find a Select the 
Are any 

categories 
Con lad AdmlnlslraiiM Tab 

eady list 

Yes 

.. 
Following the last 

entry type a 
Sa~ the .f End Process comma and a 

record space loliol'led by 
the catego.y 

Monitor Service Model 

' 6rO"WSe to CRM - Evaluate 
Start Process Reports ~ Prospects or !-Prospects• 

' Cfients? 

Clients I 

+ 
" """ me arrows 

Select Service 
nex1 to Days Since 

Summaty for Click Run Report r-----. Last Contact 10 

:see who is 
Households overdue for 

oontact 

No Type the category 
entry 

Select the Service 
Summaty 101' 

Contacts report 

End Process 
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Create an Opportunity 

Start Process _) 

• 
Select the lookup Choose 

Type all "' part of Browse to CRM - --+ 
button for the Household or 

Opportunities Click New - Add alopic - Potential -Contact frOfn the r---- the cootact Of 

Customer field drQP down menu Household name 

I • 
Click the search 

--+ Sole<! the reCOfd - Click OK --+ 
CoRlplete other r-----. Save tho K Complete tho 

button fiekls as desired record record 

Edit an Oppcttunity 

( Stan Procoss r lln>wse to CRM -
s..ct and cloubl&- ModKy flelds as Savet11e K End Process - dick to open tho r--. 1---+ Opportooltles 
owortunity 10 edit 

needEd reCOfd 

Complele an Oppam.nlty 

( Start Process r BrOW$e 10 CRM -
Selea and doubl&- s.tec:t Close Chol>seWhelhet 

Opportll'lttlos r--- click to open tho --. OpPQ111.111ty from r--- tho oppottunlty 
opponurity 10 Edit the Actions menu was won or lost 

Se*=t a reason f« 
lhe outcome f---o 

Start Process 

Enter 1he actual Choose the date Sa-...lhe inoome if ----. 111e OIJIX)flunily f-. Oici<OK - record app-opriate was closed 

Determine Number of Won Opportunities in a Gi--. Time Period 

Browse to CRM -
Opportunities 

with State " 
Won and 

Closed Date 
~<:l-oosen 

CUdc Find to view 
the list; bouom 

tool bar will display 
the number of 

records 

I 

K End Process 

End Process 
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Stan Process 

Oetennirle Number of Lost Opportuni~es in a Given Tme P8fiod 

Browse to CRM • 
OpponuniUes 

flhered view 
with State • 

lost and 
Closed Date 

=chosen 

Trade Active Opportunities 

FromtlleVoews 

CUd< Find to view 
the lis~ botrom 

toolbar will display 
!he number of 

records 

Clicl< the column c Stan Prcass r Browse 1o CRM - dropdown, select Update 

f--. f-t headers to son as - Opportunities 
0ppor1unftles 

( Start Process r Br01"" to CRM • 
Opportunales 1-t 

Open 
desired Opportunities 

Create an Activity for an Opportunity 

l=l'flm rh~;~~ Ar:tlon$ 
Open the menu, select Add 

Opportunity for tho - Activity and 
Activity choose the Activity 

Type 
-

as needed 

Create the 
Activity 
Record 

End Process 

K End Process 

End Process 
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Appendix I: Training Blocks 

1. Introduction to CRM 

a. Select multiple records 

2. Getting Started 

a. Access a Contact, Financial Account or Household via Activity Creator 

b. Access the Household for an Account 

c. Access the Owner record for an Account 

d. Add a note to a household 

e. Create an Activity using Activity Creator 

f. Find a Contact 

g. Find a Financial Account 

h. Find a Household 

i. Find Household Members 

j. Launch Activity Creator 

k. Manage Reminders in Activity Creator 

l. Modify Team Members 

m. Set Preferences for Activity Creator 

3. Working with Contacts 

a. Access Financial Accounts for a contact 

b. Access Holdings for a Contact 

c. Access Household Record for a Contact 

d. View Accounts in a Household 

e. View Holdings in a Household 
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f. View Holdings in an Account 

g. Add a note for a contact 

h. Add an Address for a Contact 

i. Change a Contact’s Mailing Settings 

j. Complete the Mailings Tab for a Contact 

k. Create a Company 

l. Create a Contact 

m. Edit a Contact 

n. Edit Multiple Contacts 

o. Find Activities for a Contact 

p. Link Employees to a Company 

q. Set the Preferred Phone for a Contact 

r. Set the Primary Address for a Contact 

s. View Documents for a Contact 

t. Link a Contact to a Company 

u. Access Financial Account 

4. Working with a Service Model 

a. Implement a Service Model for Clients and/or Prospects 

b. Monitor Service Model 

5. Activities 

a. Close a group of activities 

b. Create a phone call 

c. Create a task 
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d. Create an appointment 

e. Re-Open an activity or group of activities 

6. Keeping Clean Data 

a. Add a member to a Household 

b. Add an Account Identifier to a Financial Account 

c. Complete the mailings tab for a Household 

d. Deactivate a Contact 

e. Merge Contacts 

f. Reactivate Contact 

g. Set the Primary Contact for a Household 

7. Lists in CRM 

a. Add a Contact to a Marketing List 

b. Add Categories 

c. Create a filtered view 

d. Create a list of Contacts 

e. Create a Marketing List 

f. Edit Marketing List Members 

g. Share a view 

8. Marketing with CRM 

a. Complete a mailing to marketing list members 

b. Create a  mail merge template 

c. Generate a single letter/envelope for a contact 

d. Send a client-approved intranet document to a marketing list 
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e. Send a personalized Letter 

f. Send an email to a group of contacts 

g. Send an email to a single contact 

9. Customize CRM 

a. Set default records per page 

b. Set default view 

c. Set time zone 

10. Using CRM with Outlook 

a. Set Regarding of an Email 

b. Sync Appointments to Outlook 

c. Sync Contacts to Outlook 

d. Sync Phone Calls to Outlook 

e. Sync Tasks to Outlook 

f. Track a Contact to CRM 

g. Track a Task to CRM 

h. Track an Appointment to CRM 

11. Opportunities 

a. Complete an Opportunity 

b. Create an Activity for an Opportunity 

c. Create an Opportunity 

d. Create an Opportunity for a Contact 

e. Determine number of lost opportunities in a given time period 

f. Determine number of won opportunities in a given time period 
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g. Edit an Opportunity 

h. Track active Opportunities 

i. View Opportunities for a Household 




